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CHAPTER 1: WHY RECYCLE PLASTICS? 

The subject of this book is how to create emp~~ent by recycling 
plastics. Although it is primarily i~tended for use in 
developing countries the principles are universal and may equally 
be applied in industrialised na.tions. Indeed, the· qu'anti ty of 
plastic products which are thrown away aft'er ·use is far higher 
where the whole population hae a "consumer" life style, so 
opportunities may be greater in such co~ntries . 

..... .: 

It describes the cbllection . ...ef plastic's waste that has been used 
once. 'in 'the world outside and clin be collect~d and pr.ocessed for 
return to the factory and remoulded for a second service life. 

The book does not cover ,recycling, by the plastics industry, of 
scrap pro9uced within the factory, although much of what is 
included may be applicable. The techniques and equipment used 
and the skills available in the factory situation are more com
ple.x than the simple machines and procedures covered here. 

In an age when worldwide unemploJIIlllent has reached levels not 
previously expected, it is not necessary to justify any book that 
introduces employment creation opportunities. The opportunities 
offered by plastics recycling appear attractive and have rtot been 
developed fully. The -reasons have been explained in "Remoulding 
the.. Future" (Ref .1). They. are an. important warning of the 
mistakes and fatlures of the past, but are too leng~hy to repeat 
here. ''J.:he reasons why recycling offers good job creation pros
pects have been discussed in "Work from Waste", (Ref. 14). Some 
further reasons, peculiar to plastics:, must be presented here, if 
only to persuade the reader to continue. They are as follows:-

Economics 

Some recycling activitie~ ~re not pr~fitable: they cost more thaW 
they earn. In general 'those are most profitable that deal in 

\ 

high value materials. F:or example the recycling of high grade • 
waste pap.er, such as comp1;1ter paper, is usually f.ar m·ore 
profitable and less !problematrc than that of newspaper and card-
board which have low value. P\astics, which are mainly derived 
from petroleum, are expe.nsive materials, at least in terms of 
their weight. This means they dm be recycled pro·fi tably; but 
caution! · \ 
One reason why high value is importitnt ~s that transport costs 
normally dominate recycling economics - if the value is high 
compared with the transport bbst then a profitable operation i~ 
frequently possible and vice versa. Transport costs depend not 
only upon weight but also on volume. · 

. ·~l-. 
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It is no use having a high value if the volume is so high that 
transport costs are excessive, even though the ratio of value to 
weight may be ~dvantageous. This is.why so much attention wi~l 
be paid to volume _reduction throughout this book. 

Recyclability 

f'l 
Some materials are naturally recyclable, others are no~. For 
example, scrap copper can be melted to produce.ingots of the same 
quality as new copper, smelted from ore. Waste paper on . the 
other hand can never be restored' to its initial quality no matter 
what care is taken in refining a~d purifying. Plastics are near 
the better end of the recyclability ~cale. If they are pr~perly 
cleaned and foreign matter is removed, the quality of some 
plastics can be almost as good on the second use as on the first. 
Not always however. PVC for example can suf.fer seriously· during 
the recycling process U!lless car~ is taken. For explan&tion of 
"PVC" and other initials, see Tab.le' 1 (Page 10). · 

Labour intensity 

The recycling process caq be broken down into differe~t stages, 
some- of which are optionaL The initial stages: colleation, 
sorting and cleaning of material are al.l labour intensive and 
require little capital equipment. The work ·is suitable for those 
whp have little skill and the sorting 'and cleaning' may be done by-~ 
people with certain sorts of disability. 

Investment progression ,. 
The later s~ges do require investment in equipment, .. which may be 
bought' u'Sing the profits of the earlier stages if outs;id~ finap~e 
is not available. This pi;"events complex developments before 
early stages have ,peen learned and ccmsolidated. For those 
lacking previous industrial experience, this may be essential to 
ultimate ~success. However this · is a slow process and:· to bave 
capital ready from the start may be more··attractive to those wh:o 
are impatient' or ·ambi tiou!t'; although it does increase the risk 
and .Peale of failure. · ·· 

E~;~nmental b:nefit 

Be.ca,Use it degrades slowly under 't.pe effects of rind, Slln and • 
'raitl, plastics waste is one of the most objectionable kinds of 
li t~er. · It lies around stree'ts and open spaces . for weeks or 
months.' after it has been dropped. ··It 'may ·beco~e coated with 
other, objecti~mable wastes, provide a harbour for vermin and 
insects and block up drainage systems. Any p~ocess of recycling 
that places a value upon this material, sp tnat' there is a finan-· 
cial advantage in preserving it rather than discard~ng it, is to 
be welcomed. ~, 

-2-
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is greater in poor urban areas,· where even small 

earning opportunities will be seized, a; these are the. districts 
where m~icipal cleansing is frequent~st thorough. 

Foreign exchange improvements ( . 

Although the manufacturing of plastics products may be well 
developed, few developing countries make their own raw materials. 
These are therefore imported. If the products are not exported 
foreign debt is created. By recycling local scrap, these imports 
and hence the debt, can be reduced. ,Where plastics feedstock is· 
produced locally recycling may still save energy and raw 
petroleum. 

Low cost raw material~ 

With good quality 1 low cost, secondary material, plastics goo'ds 
manufacturers can cheapen certain kinds of products, without loss 
of functional quality. Even a small margin may be the difference 
between profit or loss, competitive price or loss leader, or may 
enable plastics to be chosen in preference to metal or gl-ass. 

A chance for the urban po·or 

Finally, a vigorous plastics recycling industry can provide 
unique Qp.portuni ties ·for the· poorest to earn a sma:!-1 income by 
collecting waste materials for sale to a recycling plimt. No 
capital is needed, skills may be passed from one to another with 
little difficulty, so this can provide a catchnet against the 
consequences of extreme poverty. 

This chapter has mentioned benefits for the compmni ty I for the 
nation, for industry and· for the" individual. Involvement of so 
many may be ene ~eason why few initiatives in plastics recycling 
are taken. Another reason is the mystery of the subject and, to 
remove this, Append~x I considers what plastics are, why they are 
used as . they are and how products are made . from them. Readers 
may prefer to study Appendix I before embarking on th~ next 
Chapter.· 
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SHH'I'P.R ? : 1'1-\E PLJ\S'I'ICS INDUSTRY. 
PROCP.~SP.S, PRODUC'I'S.AND STRUCTURP.. 

Manufacturing Processes 

Although the recycler may never perform any plastics manu
facturing operation, to kn9w the· processes used by the in~ us try 
is essential. Th~ industry is the recycler's principal market 
and only by understanding the uses of the material he produces 1 

will marketable quality and best prices be obtained: A company 
that a'dvertises "Manufac'ture ,of all typ-es o( pJastics products" ft!, 

may actually perform ma~nly' operations that cannot J.lSe recycled 
rna terial. For example food and drink containers ilare produced by 
heat forming thin pblystyrene or A.BS sheet. This process cannot 
use· raw rna terial in any other form and although reclaim· can be 

·used to manufacture the sheet, its U:se for food packaging is 
ruled out ori health grounds. 

1'he following descriptions of the main manufacturing operations 
indicate which provide markets to th~ producer of recycled 
polymer. 

Large volume proc~sses 

. The four types of operation that follow t!Se a greater ··voltWe of 
polymer than all other industrial processes and all can use 
recycled material (or "reclaim") if i;t ,is clean and pure. •These 
descriptions are brief but prqcesses that can be perfqrmed by the 
recyc.ler will be described in greater detail 'in Chapter 6. 

Injection moulding (Fig. 1) 

. 
Injection moulding ~nd extrusion (below) .are the processes that 
use the most raw rna terial. Pellets or powder, are loaded into a 
hopper which feeds it (by ~ravity) into the cylindrical ba~rel of 
the moulding machine. It ·is forced· down the barrel by rotation 
o,f the spiPal screw and becomes h~ated and "plasticized" 
(softened) in the process. The temperature. is controlled by 
electrical heaters or water (or air) coolers round the barrel and 
it is forced, under high pressure 1 'through , a specially shaped 
nozzle into a strong, split, steel mould. The mould is kept cool 
so that the object quickiy solidifies, the .mould opens, the 
object is removed and the mould closes for the next sho_t. The;e' 
are ··also machines that use pistons or plungers instead of screws. 
The proc-ess is similar to the pressure di~ casting of'non-ferrous 
metals, from which it was developed. 

Extrusion (Fig. 2) 

This is similar except that there is no ·mould. Instead the 
no.zzle discharges ·through a di~: a steel p~a-te pierced wfth !3-

-4-
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FIGURE 1: 
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FIGURE 2: The principles of Extrusion. 
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hole which detelrmines the" shaye- of the .. , continmms, parallel 
stream of plastic that emerges ttom it. Tbe extruded Jllaterial -is 
cooled and solidified in air or a water bath or on a chilled 
drum~ before' being wound onto a reel or· cut itito straight. 
~engths. Pressure in the cylinder is applied by one or more 
continuously rotating screws. The'process, like the extrusion of 

·metals, originated from the manufacture of spaghetti!_· 

Blow moulding (Fig.i 3) 
. i 

' 
Bottles and other l'iollow·- objects with a neck narrower than their 

I '--- . . 
body cannot be injection moul-t:ted without costly complications in 
the design of the mould. Blow -~oulding is used instead. It 
takes place in two stages similar to the blowing of glass. First 
a parallel walled tube, called a pari son, is extruded. It is 
then transferred to a split mould which has been' shaped for the 
final object, whose two halves nip the end of the parison to 
c:lose it. Air is bl'o'Wil int.o the open end to expand it to the 
shape of the mould. The mould ,is kept cool and the finished 
article solidifies and is removeQ. wnen the mould opens again. 
The overall thickness of the article _may be varied .. .. 

~1 ~~ 
. . .:_., 

Mould clqses at second 
stage to .:.ni 'end of~e·,. · i&t· 

shut · 1 

·I. 

' . 
Hoilow mandrel forms 

surface of bottle 

C 
"' ,d.·' .,d .· 

~mg.~sse a1r'expan ~ 
~lastic tube aga~nst 

Extruder and die as above mould 

FIGURE 3: The princi~es of Blow moulding. 

Blown fil-m extrusion (Fig. 4) 

This is a fo~ of blow moulding but the parison is continuously 
extr'uqed from a ring:.. shaped die, UJmally vertically upwards·-. 
Air is blown thFough the centre of the die to expand i~ to a tube 
of thin film.. As the tube rises it is cooled and ~lidifies and 
at the top is folded OV!=lr and ~-:nattened between chiiled rollers, 
thus preventing air from' escaping ol.!t _of the. "bubble".· After 
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further cool·ing the collapse'd tube is wound onto reels. To 
produce sacks or bags, the coils a'l:'e fed through a machine which 
seals the bottoms and chops them off in one operation. To 
produce flat sheet the tube is slit down one side. 

.. 

FIGURE 4: Blown film extrusion. 

, . 

Less common processes 

The plastics industry also employs the following leas common 
operations, in which a percentage of reclaim can be mt.aced with 
the raw material. 

Callendering 

This is another way of -producing wide sheets. , >-A- hot dough is 
made from the raw mate;ial"'i~ a heated mixing m~chine. The dough 
is squeezed through sutcessive heated rollers to form a sheet of 
the desired thickness; then through cooled rollers. and reeled up. 

·l> 
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Slush moulding· 

Special grades of PVC can bJ mixed cold with liquid plastici~s 
.to form a paste. • This is formed into articles by pouring into a 
split mould which i~ rotated so that the paste covers the inside, 
.it is then heated. After cooling the rubbery solid is peeled off 
the inside of the mo~ld. The process is slow but can use cheap 
moulds and ~. suitable for production of small numbers· of 
objects. The paste can· also be used to coat cloth (';'leather
cloth")·or to make washable wallpaper. 

' 
Rotational moulding 

Large hollow objects ·are made in small quanti ties by using a , 
low-cost, low-strength mould, into which a predetermined quantity 
of thermoplastics in powder form is fed, followed by _rotatib~ (in 
two directions) in an oven. The powder pla'~ticizes and covers 
the surface of the mould evenly. Rotation c:ontinues, during 
cooling. ~ 

Coating, 

Plastics may be. applied ~o the outside of other '!laterials, 
·particularly paper, textiles a.nd metals, to p:aotect them from 
moisture or chemical attack. Co~ting can be done by roller, by 
spraying 'or by dipping. Special forms of materials are avai~able 
for these processe~;~. Porous materials may be impregn~.ted with 
plastics in similar ways. 

TRERMOPLASTIC PROCESSES THAT DO NOT USE R~IM WITHOUT PRIOR 
PROCESSING J 

FL) .. m Casting 

Is ·used' to produce very a"CC~t;, high .quality films, for example 
those used for photography. The material is continuously cast· 
onto .a smooth, flat, moving belt• to form a continuous layer of 
perfect smoothnes~ and clarity and unifoith~Ckhe~. Quality is 
more important than cost and reclaim .fro outside the plant is 
not used. · . , . ' .. .. 
Thermoforming 

Flat sheet is heated and formed, either by vacuum suction into a 
shaped mould or onto a shaped former or by squeezing between male 

rand female dies. I~used to -make qheap food and drink cups 
and trays from conti.nuous coil and large parts, such as 
refrigerator linings, fro¢- s,.;i.ngle sheets.~ .. R~claim can be used" if 
it is first formed into-~sheets·,, bu.t ONLY for· products that do not 
eome into contact~wit'h food. ·, c"f' --.,.-.' 

·~ . . . . - -· 
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Fabrication .. 
Sheets, rods, extrusions and other material forms are c~t, shaped 
apd~ joined by· screwing·, welding 0r aiThesives, to make a wide 
variety of products. Fa?rica tion is mainly used when quanti ties 
are too small or the product too complex to ,justify th~;;rcost of a 
mould. .Qfifcuta can be recycled· into small faqrlc~tiona·: 

Machining: 

. Plastics are used in_ ertg_ineering in the same way as metals and 
wood {;ind -can be- turned, milled, drilled and planed to required 
shapes. The process .i·s used wherE': small numbers of· parts only 
a-re required. Nylon is extensively machined in tl}e engineering 
industry. 

Heat sealing. 

This i~ used to convert plastic film into bag~ and packages. 

D 

Shrinking 

Spe.cial .filmEF are avaflab,le for "Shrink wrapping". 
is loosely··;.,wrapped in· film and hept. applied to 
controlled ·temperature. The film shrinks snugly 

, object but is n6t melted. 

Foam man·ufacture 

The article 
a carefully· 
around the 

This is desqribed in Appendix 1 . · There is no fun~amental reason 
why reclaimed polner should not be used for foaming but the 
amount of polymer used in foam production is small and moat 
producers 1. buy the material ready prepared. Appendix' III 
includes "the name of one of many companies that recycle 

.... . 
polyurethane foam into foam products and may be . willing. to . , 
licence th~ process elsewhere. 

··Thermoset manufacturing operations 

•• . These will be listed for completeness bl.,lt are of little linter:est 
to the rec~_c le:r: i, \ 

Manuf¥.\l!_re of laminates, compression moulding, .'transfer 
moulding, jet moulding 1 ~anufac~ure' of reinforced plastic products. 

Products of the Plastics Industry. ·\ · 

" 
Table 1 and Figures .5. to 10 illustrate the products made from the 
most common pol~ers. 

.. 
. . 
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TABLE 1 COMMON RECYCLABLE PLASTICS 

POLYMER CHARACTERISTICS TYPICAL PRODUCTS -
(Figs 5-10) 
(Not' necessarily 
Recyclable. Note that the 

'Same product may be made 
t:~om many materials) • 

--~--------------~-------------------------------------------------
Low density · 
,polyethylene 
(LDPE) 

Soft, flexible 
Easy to heat seal. 
Only -gl~ss clear if 
very thin; thick 
sections are milky 
white (or coloured). 

~ 

Film bags, sacks and 
sheeting. 
bloJrl'-mhu1 ded_:__haUles, 
Food boxes 
Flexible piping and· hoses, 
household buckets, bowls, . 

. etc. Cable coverings, 
usually telep~one cables.· 

~-------------~----------------------~------------------------~----
Medium density Intermediate betw~en 
.Polyethylene LDPE and HDPE. · 
(MDPE) 

Squeeze bottles. 

------------------------------------------------~------------------ F 
High density 
polyethylene 
(HDPE) . 

Tough, stiffer than 
LD.Even thin film is 
milky (or coloured). 

'High strength film for . 
sacks arid ·bags. Larger -
bottles, buckets, crates, 
jerry cans, pallets, 
dustbins and other 
household. obj~cts. 

-----------------~-----!--------~-~----------------------~---------
Polypropy
lene (PP) 

Like HDPE but harder 
and more rigid. Can 
be bent "sharply 
without breaki~. 

! ' 
'"Oriente-d" film is 
tough and very clear. 

0 ' 

.Chairs and other furniture. 
Best qual:i ty hom·ewares 'B.nd 
other strong mouldings,such 
as car battery housings, 
other car and domestic 
appliance parts, jerry 
cans, wine barre,ls, crates,, 
pipes and fittings. Rope, · 
string, strapping, tape and' 

.woven sacking a~d carpet 
,backings, netting. Haat 
aterilizable aurgicaT 
·goods. 

• 

--·-------------------------------------------------2---·--'L---------~---
Rigid 
polyvinyl 
chloride 
('PVC) 

Hard and rigid. in -
its unplasticiz~d 
form. · 

· Wa-ter :and irr.ig·a·tion· ·pipes··--·-· 
and fittings. Gutte.:rs and.,, . 
rainwater pipes, wineow•. ·: 
frames, buflding pa~els. 
Credit cards, recorda, 

. tran~parent{packa~ing, : :. 
bottles, 1;pi ~_heet and'··. ?-.. 

corrugated'sl~et. 

-----~-~---------~~--~-~--~---------~-------------~-- -~-~--------------
-10-
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TABLE cont. 

POLYMER CHARACTERISTICS TYPICAL PRODUCTS 

-------------------------~-----~----------~-----------------------------
Plasticized 
PVC 

Soft, flexible, 
rather weak.Can be 
highly transparent.· 
Easily bonded to 
fextiles, metals 
etc. · 

Sports and toy balls, 
inflatable toys and boats. 
Toys, <;lolls, novel t'ies / 
Hose, cable• coverings) 

' • Sui teases, handbags, .other 
luggag_e. Shoes, . flooting, 
raincoats, shower curtains, 
upholstery, automobile, .. · 
linings. Bottles, · 
especially for oil and 

... other chemically tive 
liquids, clear fi m and 

,pal-let covers 
---------------------------------------------------------- --~----------
Polystyrene 
(PS) 

·Easily moulded, 
but brittle. 
Can be crystal 
'clear. 

Cheap transparent kitchen 
wa,re, light fi tti s, 
bottles, lenses, ewellery. 
Toys, radio cases 
Medical syringes d other 
s. terilizable · m.edic~l goods. 
Food containers an lids. I . . 

· · Cheap baby-f-eeding 'bottles. 

~~;~~~---------~~~~-~;~~~~~~~~~-------~--~~;;~;~;~~~;-~~~~~~~;~-~------~~ 
modified PS no longer clear. and other domestic appliance ' 

.• / mouldings. Vending c~' s and 
take-away food trays. Shoe · 
heels~ } 

-------------------------------~---------------------------------------
Expanded PS Very lightweight, 

white, expanded foam 
- not economic to 
recycle. 

Ceiling tiles, insulati.~n, 

pac~ings, padding. · 

- --

--------------------------------------------------------------------~~--
Acrylonitrile, 
Butadiene 
Styr~ne, 

' (A;BS) '"" 

Tough, s_tiff, easiiy 
moulded to give 
shiny surface finish. 
Gooq resistance to 
foo~, oils etc~. 

Food (especially marga;r'ine) 
containers. Telepp9ne hand
sets & other offine 
equipmeht, camej(a housings. 
Domestic appliance pa-rts:--. 
Electrical hand tools~ 
Toys. . . 

-------------------~------------------~-------~-----------------~-------
Polyamides 'Stro~g, very tough, Engineering uses such as 
(Nylons) machinable. Slippery gears, bearings. 

low friction Domestic appliance p,rts, 
surf~ce~. pipe fittings."Textile 

yarn, fishing line,, 
netting, hose reinforcement 
brush bristles,_surg~cal 

:.__ tw-i-ne,. ·tenniS --Paq-u&t--a-W>~ngs-• ~ --
' 

--------~---------- --~----~~~-------------------~-~------------------~~ 
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TABLE 1 cont. 

" The following occur in lesser quantities:-

, 

POLYMER CHARACTERISTICS TYPICAL PRODUCTS 

------~---------------------~~------------------------------~--~-------. . . ' \ 

Polymethyl 
Methacrylate 
(Persper 
or Acrylic) 

'Rigid, transparent, 
attractive when 
coloured. ExcelleJJt 
resi~.ance to 
weather. 

\ 

Illttminated display signs 
G'laz.ing, esp. of aircraft. 
Automobile, light and 
optical lenses. 
Telephones, furniture, 
piaho keys. 

----------------~-----------------------~--------------~----------------
Po~yethylene Tough, clear, a very Polyester tei:hle yarn.· 
Terephthalate st:rong . .Excellent Magnetic recording tape. 
(Polyester, ele.ctrical properties Transparent ... oriented" 
Terylene, Can be shrunk for film for packaging .• 
PET) packaging. Soft· drink bottles. 

Photographic film base •• 
Industrial strapping. 

Polycarbonate Very strorlg, rigid, Lenses for strong electric 
(PC) heat resisting, iighting, Ba,by .feed· 

tasteless, · bottl~s, Tools, Glazing, 
s.taizt resistant·, Heat resistant kitchen 

. ;vandal. .resistant, W!lre. 
·. • /can be crystal clear. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~--1;~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~;~--------~~-;~~~;~~-;~~~~~~~~---~-----,-
(PU) I with good insulation fillings, paclqiging, 

.
/ properties. insulation, sponges. 

As solid for tyres, shock 
~ m9un ts, roller coverings,. 

. . . 1 , • s~oe~: With textiles .for· . :: _ 
. l 1 • cloth~ng_. , " 

-----------~--------~-------------------------------------~-------~-----! , 

I 
I 

·i 
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FIGURE 5: Objects made of LDPE. 

.. ' 

•' 

FIGURE 6: Objects made of HDPE~ 
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FIGURE 'J: Objects made of PP. 

,FIGURE 8: Objects made of PVC •. 
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FIGURE 9: 

FIGURE 10: 

Objects made of PS. 

Objects made or ABS. 
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STRUCTURE OF THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY 

' 
The would-be recycler also needs to understand the structure of 
the piastics industry. The. following pattern is likely to be 
general but there will be someivariation from country to country .. 

Raw Material Producers 

~~~J 
( 

These are (usually large) chemical and petroleum companies who 
produce "virgin" plastic feedstock, (sometimes called resin or 
polymer) in huge quantities-, .'J'he main influence they have on the 
recycler is to fix pric:e1Jt1b.d availability qf virgin materials: 
It is these, not the cosff;lf of his operations, that determine the 
price a recycler can charge for II secondary" material. Virgin 
material is delivered in powder or pellet form, in plastic or 
paper sacks of around 20 kilos weight, in large cardboard drums 
that hold many times that quantity. or ev·i{n by road ~a~ker. 

Com pounders 

These specialist companies, usually small, stock various poiymers 
and provide the manufacturers of plas1tic goods with technical 
advice 'and the most suitable materials or mixtures for each 
individual need. In addition to basic polimer, the compounder 
stocks plasticisers, anti-oxidants, stabilizers, accelerat~rs, 

colouring, and other additives. The. compounder' is often the best 
market for the recycler because he possesses superior technical 
knowledge and has a large volume throughpu't of virgin material, 
in which small percentages of reclaim will reduce cost without 
seriously affecting the quality required'by the moulder. 

Stockists 
~· ,, 

These warehouses stock polymers and compounds but neither 
manufacture themselves,· nor provide a compounding service.. They 
may be agents ·or subsidiaries df the produ~er ·companies or de· ... 
partments of companies concerned~~i~h the s~pp~y of other materi
als such as chemicals, rubber or-~paper. They'may be willing to 
stock reclai~ alongside virgin materials, especiallylif these are 
in short supply. ' ' ... ~ 

Specialist Manufacturer-S -or Moulders. 

These buy 'their raw materials from compounders. If they do their 
own compo~ding, or-if the material is used as produced and does 
not need compounding,~ they may buy direct from stockists or 
pr-oducers. The term "moulder" is used generally to cover those 
that extrude, callender, cast or thermoform as well as injection· 
moulders. They are specialists in plastics and do not perform 
either types ,of manufacturing. · 

.. > 
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Some companies produce rods, sheets and extruded sections to be 
used by fabricators. They may be an. attractive market to the 
recycler because they .operate at high volume, but rarely have .as 
much flexibility to vary product quality ~;~.s moulders who know, 
accurately, the final market for .. the product. 

Other Manufacturers 

Many companies are not plastics specialists but employ mould~g· 
ope~ations in the manufacture of some other product. For e~ample 
shoe and 'boot makers use plas.tics extensively and may carry·out 
the various plastics moulding operations in the SBJI1-e production. 
sequence as the work in leather, ca.nvas, rubber etc. Many 
manufacturers use plastic packaging machinecy at. the. end of a 
production operation. 

Fabricators 

These firms cut and join sheet, rod or (xtrusion to manufacture a 
variety of products. They have no opportunity to use reclaim. 

Machinery and Tool M~kers 
I 

One other sector//of the plastics industry justifies mention 
although not customers for rec}.aim. The makers and suppliers of 
plastics manufacturing mach-inery, tools, moulds and dies ar.e WEl.ll 
'infonned about who does what, who makes w}1at and who uses what 
within the loca~ plastics industry. They may advise wqo is 
likely to buy material. · 

The plastics trade'pre~s ,, 
. I •; 

~ ... ~~J7 ,, 
There are many.magazines about plastic~ M~st accept advertising 
for the buying. or sale. of secondacy material. Anyone, considering 
ente·ring the: reclaime.d plastics ·industry should read these ( ip 
the local l.ibrary ··if a subscription is too expensive). ,, If 
material cannot ·be sold through other methods, a small 1 a'dv~~rt 

. offering secondary polymer is a good i~vestment. "Work }'rom 
Waste" includes advice about the wording of such adver-tisements • 

• 
The BibliographY includes a list of plastics trade· journals • 
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CHAPTER 3: GIVING THE CUSTOMER WHAT HE WANTS 

Some; business markets are "captive": whatever the price charged, 
the customer has to pay or go without. PUblic companies that 
supply gas., elec~rici ty or mains water are _in that fortunate 
si tua'tion. In other busin~sses the reverse may be true; the 
cust;omer has --a satis-factory alternative product available and "' 
needs strong persua_sion to buy yours. Recycled plastics are 
definitely of this kind. Only by offering a reclaim that is 
substantially more attractive than new or. "virgin" polymer can 

. the recycler hope to obtain and hold a market. . This chapter 
considers the differences between virgin polymer and reclaim and 
what is needed to make the latter marketable. 

Price 

The main, often the only, ---reason why. a customer buys reclaim is 
because it is cheaper. The use of reclaim in the manufacture of 
a product_ or. material means he will either capture orders which 
he would otherwise have lost or will make more profit from the 
sale. The factors that determine the price of reclaim are 
therefore of the greatest importance •. 

f'he price can be set either by what the customer. will pay or by 
what it costs to produce. The latter can only be used for 

\ captive mark~ts; the former must be used by the recycler. It 
"' can be calculated -s follows. • 

The amount of persuasion the custol!ler will need to use reclaim 
can l;le expressed as the Recloaim Pr.ice. Advantage Ratio: 

~. -

REPAR PrieS paid for ~eclaim x 100% 
Price paid for equivalent virgin material 

It is found by experience and by study of the mar}cet situation 
~nd of the quality of the reclaim:· If, for example, the 
customer's process needs 'great purity and reclaim. is likely to 
contain occasional parttcles of sand or dust, then the REPAR must 
be rather low. ·If howe-ver the reclaim is almost as satisfactory 
as virgin polymer a REPAR approaching fOO% is possible. Indeed 
if the virgin material ":e13-nnot" be obtained at all then the REPAR 
may even exceed 1 OO%: , a situation not uncommon in devel!)ping 
countries with strict impo~t controls. Normally the REPAR will
vary betwe~n 40% and t30%. 

The price that the customer. -:Would' have to pay for vlrgin material 
cap be found from stockists_.-<?r compounders·~,, ~" 

' . ,, 
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The Price that the recycler will ask from the customer will then 
be: 

Selling price HEPAR x price of virgin resin 
100 

This is not dependent on the recycl~r· s production coats and if 
these costs are greater the recycler .is faced with a diffiqul ty. 
He has a choice: either he can ask the customer for a higher 
price, knowing that it is not likely to be given (unless his 
estimate of· the HEPAR was too low,) or else he can decide not to 
collect and recycle this material for this customer. A 'third 
option, to sell at less than production cost, should not norm~lly 
be accepted. 

Example 

A customer manufactures low cost polyethylene buckets on a large 
injection moulding machine. W~at price should the recycler. ask 
if virgin mate.rial sells at $600 a tonne and the recycler's costs 
are $300 a tonne, to produce clean, reclaimed pellets. 

Because the produc·t is large and of l9w quality, wfth thick 
sections, the customer will not suffer technically . by using a 
high proportion of reclaim and will make large saving~ in his 
material costs, which are substantial. Therefore a HEPAR of 70% 
could be tried; giving a selling p~ice of $600 x 70%·= $420, well 
above the recycler's costs. 

·- . I 
Example 

I 

A customer manufactures polyethylene shoppi~J-g carrier !:lags 9Ii a 
blown film extrusion machine. What price should the recycler ask 
if virgin .material sells at $700 a tof\ne and the recycler's 6Costs 
aTe $350 a tonne to produce clean, reclaimed pellets •. 

Because the film blowing process is sensitive to the presence of 
tiny specks of dust or grit, and material c.osts are low compared 
with -the very expensive machine costs, and because some of the 

'film may be·u.sed for high quality, .printed packaging, a 1A· as 1 

low as 25% w~Jl be needed· ~o tempt the. customer. The . 1 ing 
price will ~· . 

. $700 X 25 $175 
100: 

and this is so far below the recycler'.8' costs that it •is ot 
worth dealing in this material to this customer. However 'the 
recycl~r may like to calculate what HEPAR is necessary for such a 
deal to be profitable and it will be: 

Minimum HEPAR Cost of reclaim x 100 
Price of virgin . 
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In this example:. miriimum REPAR 350 X 100 
700 

• 

50%· which would 

only be achievable under' these conditions if virgin material w~re 
very Bifficult to obta~n. 

A vail ability 
i -- / ., 

The situations in· wh.ich v:l'rgin material is not available are:-

._ 

Times of real or imaginary 
in 1973/4) due to war, oil 

internation~l oil crisis (as 
producer price cart'els, etc. c. • . 

· T'imes of national. import restriction due, usually, to 
foreign exchange pres~ures, war, etc. 

Where customers are re.mote from suppliers of material., 
transport is unreliaple or delivery times lengthy. 

··.\ . 
Where stockiats or compounders are unreliable or simply 
run out of stocks. 

Where' the customer gets unexpect,ed, heavy demand for a 

'I 
·.\ 

'· 

' ' . 

product'. t., / · 

The reclaimer should. be constantly alert to such si tuation,s and j 
exploit them. In 1~973/4, following the OPEC crisis, reclaim was· 
selling in Britain 'at. a HEPAR greater·than 100% for a short time' 
and in the turbulent . political si tu'ations common in certain 
countries such opportunities may occur frequently. 

--------·- .. /' Availability, ~oweverJ. is a two e'dged wea-pon. . it is alsg .. ,· 
necessary for the recycler to prove to his custo~~ that he can 
have material 'available in adequate quanti ties when it is needed. 
This- ma,y make it . necessary to collect and produce more thim can 
be sold at .one time and l;ltock the balance in order to offer rapid 
delive~ies /when these are called for. Be ·willing to deliver 
small .quanti ties on a trial 'basis if a. moulder or compounder 
temporarily runs out of virgin material. !f he is satisfied wi.th 
the q,uali ty of the reclaim he may then order it ·on a r~gular 
basis, initially using very small proportions in his compound but 
slowly increasing these to progressively cheapen his· product. 
Only if he is making his o,:ro moulded products. (s,~e Chapter 6) 
should a recycler consider production of less than one tonne of 
reclaim per week: 
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Quality - Definition 

The two previous matters have been, essentially commercial. , The 
remaining ones concern quality. The recycler's objective is to 
produce-reclaim to satisfy the custmp.er's needs, and thereafter 
maintain both quality and ·quantity, at an economic· cost. To 
achieve this he rill probably need to produce· reclaim as near to 
the quality of virgin polymer as is COI?.f3istent with low costs of 
production. 

The first essential is that the material·be clearly deTined, so 
that the customer quickly appreciates what uses it ·might have. 
The definition may be provided in a number of:. different ways: 

' ...... 

a) Source 

b) Material 

c) Properties 

: .-"' 

. 
It may be sufficient to say what was the source 
of the secondary material. This"should include: 

' What were the products and preferably ~ho made 
them in the first place? 

Where were they obtained? 

How have they been subsequently processed? 

Thus a satisfac'tory definition might be: 
"l'VC cooking oil ·bottles, as sold in 
Supermarkets in Manila, Philippines, washed, 
granulated and free from caps or labels". 

It may be "better· to specify the material 
composition. This i~ not always possible b u t 
if regular quantities of a few standard wastes 
are collected it may be possible to ~ra~e them 
·back to the moulder and obtain the . information 
'-from him; indeed he may be pleased to· buy the 
reclaim-back. A ~atisfactory definition of 
this kind might be~ • 

"PVC containing 30% 
tritolyl phosphate, 2% 
and·2% titanium dioxide 

nitrile rubber, ,30% 
dioctyl tin stabilizer 
pigment" • 

.J 

Finally it may be possible to define a material 
·by its properties and this is often what a 

compounder does. The basic resin is specified 
by Ill}llle but the effects of other ingredients 
may be simply reported, for example: 

"High density polyethylene of specific gravity 
0.957, tensile strength 386 Kg/sq.cm., 
elasticity _ 91 00 Kg./ sq. em .Jir1d MFI (melt flow 
index) 0.5Gm/10 min. at 2.16Kg load" • 
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To a~1(ine a ~terial in 
have a good technical 
laboratory. 

!<, - ~- -,_,_ 
this way it is obv1ously necessary to 

understanding and access to .a testing 

~ 

The leas experienced· recycler will 'begin by using the defini tipn 
by source and, as he gains confidence and expertise may venture 
into more scientific procedures later. It is worth remembering 
that many small moulders do not themeclves know anything about 
the materials they are w~ing but rely- on a supplier or compounder 
to provide what is correct for- thei~ needs,. 

d) Trial and 
error 

In many small factories reclaim will be defined · 
.by whether or not it produces an adequate pro
duct without trouble. Thereafter the only 
definition will be "the same as before". 

Purity 

• 
The . second essential is that reclaimed. polymer needs to be 
"pure". One single type af thermoplastic free from otber types 
or non-thermoplastics. This is because: 

Impurities can. spoil the properties of the product 
strength and toughness, resistance to chemicals, leak re
sistance and, especially, visual appearance. The harm 
resulting is more than just tone or two bad articles or even 
the inconvenience of having to r,.eplace the defective i tern. 
It is the damage to the moulder's reputation for quality;·, as 
a result of which he may fail to get fut)J.re orders, may be . 
subject to unduly stri-qgent inspection of his goods when 
delivered, forced to reduce his prlces etc. 

Blockages can lose production time The ,main problem i~ 

obstruction of nozzles and screens (fine wire mesh strain
ers) by non thermo plastic impurities such as ;·grit, sand, 
paper, adhesive tape and paper labels. Labels, especially 

• the tiny self adhesive variety used in supermarkets, ·are 
among· the wo"rat offenders, because they are so small that 
sorters may easily over],.ook them. Metal foil, for example 
tops· of milk annd cream cups, is also troubleso~e~ Although 
such :blockages ca:n be removed they ·play havoc with the
economics of the production proc~ss. 

Plastics moulding is a moderti" industry. J!t is aimed at 
exploiting the incredible advantages of plastics over other 

. materials: lightness, thinness, ease of moulding complicated 
shapes, bright, varied colours, speed of pro~on and low
labour requirements. These are achieved-oy designing and. 
building manufacturing equipment of ,enormous sophistication 
and complexity. 1 
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Such eqilipment is very expensive and can only "earn its 
lkeep", and produce at. low cost . if it is kept running·
continuously, often for twenty four hours a day, seven days 
a week. Th\lS an obstruction or breakddwn dest!'9ys efficient 

~ operating economics and annoys the production manage,!'· He 
would rather increase the product cost by 5%, by using a 
safe raw material that is 50% dearer, than incre,ase the 
costs by 15% by having his machine out of operation for four 
hours a day while blockages are_ cleared. 

~- ' 
Impurities can interrupt production in other ways than 
blockages-: The most common occurs in the prpduction of 
extruded, blown film. It has been expl'ained how the film is 
developed upwards in a tall, continuous bubble. If a piece 

-- -- - - of grit 0~ even--d-ust----punctur-es· tne-nuobJ:e it. riiaj ours"t and 
the whole operatio"n must be set up afresh. Thick film (e.g. 
fertilizer sacks) is less sensitive than thin (e.g.· shop 
bags). - . . 

Permanent damage and wear to machine.s - .. .P.lastics --maohtnery--
1:8 ··designed to handle ·soft. solids and fluids under high 
pressures an~ moderately high temperatures. Iri these con
di tiona .hard grit or metal can score or wear moving parts 
and have serious long term effects on the' efficiency of the · 
machine . 

.. 
C leanlin,ess 

In many ways cleanliness of a m~terial is the- same' as purity. 
However the consequences of material being dirty_ may differ from. 
those described above. For example oil or food residues may be 
absorbed into scrap plastic and, althopgh they may not cause any ' 
of the problems described above they /lay spoq .the appearance or 
create. an.unpleasant smell. Because it is impossible ·to know how 
they have been contaminated reclaimed iilaterials from an 'unknown, 
source should NEVER' BE USED FOR food packaging, toys for
children, kitchen utensils, drinking water pipillg _and tanks ·Or 
clothing. 

Quality Reduction 

When a recycler has supplied a customer with several quantities 
of reclaim and knows him and his needs well, it may be possible 
to reduce quality, purLty or cleanliness of the reclaim (wi~hout 
harm to the customer's product) in order to save costs. 

This should be done cautiously, a little at a time, paying clos~ 
attention to the customer's reaction and whether he encounters 
any problems as a result •.. 

If the customer is aware of reduced qi'.lali ty he , will usually 
demand reduction in price. 

-23-
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Particle size and shape 

Virgin polymer is norma'lly sold either as pellet or as powder. 
The pellets---are of unifor'll! si-z-e--and • sha-pe,· about . the- -s±ze-o-t'
ma'ize grain. The powder is of consistent grain s'ize. Consistency 
is important bec{l.use it decides the density of the "materi~l in 

• 

: .,. 

/

the moulding machine, which in turn dete-rmines- the· density and 
strefigth of the product·. Particles 0-f different sizes and shapes 
result in· air spaces,' gas bubbles or areas of incomplete fusion 
(due to unmelted material) in the product. Solid plastics sc~ap 

' ---,----

that has been passed through a granulator ~th a grid size of 4mm 
.oF· 6mm will be equivalent to virgin pellet and will mix with it, 
even though the granules may be irregular in shape. The main 

/problem comes with thl.n film or sheet. Granulating this produces 
---a--light flake wnicn, oecaus"e~ it- is ho'f dense' enouiih to fall 

freely down the sloping sides' of a moulding machine hopper .. , 
causes the machine intermittently to run out of material and fe~d 
air, often with problems of' overheating. It is necessary to turn. 
such material into crumb or even cylindrical pellets and· these. 
operations will be described in Chapter 5. 

\ 
Sma~l particle sizes 
materials occupy more 
store. 

are econ-omical to pacl$:. Large particle ·") 
space and are expensive to transp~~-·-....-'· 

Colour 

' 

---

When they are produced from rflw m-aterials, --polyme~s-ar.e _:_____ ______ --! 
colourless or fairttly yellow., '!'heir final colour is obtained by 
mixing with heavily pigmented mast.erbatch which is expensive. By 
sorting plastic scrap into separate colours it is pu-ssibJ:e to 
pr9duce a coloured reclhlm ,whose use can save the moulder sub:.. 
stantial · colouring costa:. This adds to the competitiveness of 
the recycled mate.ri..al ,----ii'lcrsas-.e&. its HEPAR and the prlc.e that can· 
be asked for it. Such advantage is only gained if the recycler 
liaises care·fully ri th his customer and adjusts hi.,s colour sort-
ing to match the cus'tomer' s needs: 'Products that are black, dark 
grey or dull green or brown are very likely to have ·been • made 

• from reclaim of mixed colours. Refuse sacks, garbage _cans, 
bu~kets and jerry cans are common exampl-es-. " · ---·----

Having produced a clearly defined material,·. of good quality, at 
the right price and available in the neceseacy quantity at the 
right time, the recycler must not forget abo1,1t ''the packing. Not 
only is it good commercial practice to make your product. look 
good (the packaging industry, biggest ,.u.ser of J?lastics in the 
world - is based on that principle) but packing must:~--- _ 

.,__ 

Be strong, BO that it does not break open during transport 
or storage. 
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Be leakproof, so that nq' produc~ is lost and water, dirt or 
other contaminants are kept o.ut. - - ---- · 

- -----~ ------------.-- ---- ~~- -- --- ----- ~- --- --- --- -

Be of st~ndard weight, so that the customer ~nd the recycler 
have no argument about -the quan-tity of -m&t-eFial that___has ·-'
been delivered. 

Be e'\;ackable, for ease of storage and transport. '· Sacks 
should.- be fairly flat . so that they can- be stacked . ten or 
twenty l:~i;gh. Drums should have flat lids for stacki:ng; 

\ ~-

Carry the recycler's name. This 
tice ,'1 makes the company look 

· s good commercial prac
sional and business'lik~. 

Initially- ±~ may . be sensible o. u. e secondhand polymer sacks; 
often a customer will be able t pply them. -These can ei-ther 
be .stapled at the top to · s·eal them securely or, ,'better, heat 
sealed. Simple heat sealing machines are not expensive. Later 
it is worthwhile investing in new sacks, .Printed with. t~e. _
recycler·· s tradename and address, plus the weight and description 
of the material. The businesslike appearance is worth the extra 
cost. 

. ···-----·· ____ ... --··---------········ 

----------------------------~-

~..:.___.._~············· '· .,.,.,..-;.~,....,.,_ .. 

.:·~·--- .. ·I 

f ,-· 
'-.......•. - -----··········-···· ··--·-li·············-------------·-······ 

-~ 

\ 
-~-------" ~ . . . 

~----------:;--- ----
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WHICH PLASTICS TO COLLEC'T AND RECYC1E 
'-<{. 

Having; '{!tudied the polymers, -produe-ts, stru-c-ture -ana-processes of 
the loca(L plastics ind,ustry and. the condi tiona under which it 
w~II accept ~eclaim, the . recycler sliould ·now be able to d.eside 
which plastics to collect and , proce.ss. It is stresseq that all 

:~;:;i:r~~~:ne;a~~:i~io:~ _ l~;;iy·E31}ua{~d\i···~:;c{~h~~~f~g~el~~=~~r!~··· 
~stic fgam_&.9raJL La-.s~--~· c=f_urnitU!'~..i'i-~hd 1-"'CB:r-

industrie.s existed that could use it e.g. tQ,y_ or cushion making:· 

Rule 1 

Ru1e 2 

Do not coll_ect laminates, plastics bonded to fabric, 
paper or metal or reinforced with glass fibre etc., or 
thermosets. To test whether a plastic is· a thermoset, 
see page '43. . . 

.................... 

. . l 

Do not col'lect articles ·which~ 

a) .Have the plastic mixed with, or joined to; non.,. 
plastics' so that it is difficult to separate them: 
e.g. c~ts,_-bhster packag1ng~ ~- ~- ~~~--

b) Are made of plastics that are hard. "o ·identify -
mainly expensive i terns such as' those in the . th,:ird 
column of Table) on page.32. 

c) Are commonly soiled or unh_;y:geipic. - ·such' as 
articles ·for babies an~_.t\_n>m~a_ls- or "'hospita~ 
go-e-d s . . '· . ,_ 

Rule 3 Do not collec.t foamed or e,xpanded plastics~ The costs 
of transporting these high volume material~ will not, 
be recovered. by the value o~ sales. The oniy; excep
tions to this rule are where there. is a cleal'l' market 
to use them in tl'le foamed o ex anded state e~_g. __ as 

., ______ .. __ ... _____ ., ... f~;J)~pg~- .f9X .J3_Q ft:~.gocds . .or-f.s .. -:asu1a tiort. Even- then, 
· ~-~ .. '"--- ~----- '· check carefully that the p~~.ice offered is enough to 

Rule 4 

cover all transport . and .col-lection c-osts and·--aelJ_ 'by · 
volume (cubic feet or cubic metres) not by weight •. · 

Do not collect film scrap unless you (or your 
customer) have the specialized equi.pment for crumbing 
or "agglomerating" it - · see Chai?~~:(.2.~ .............. JiJ.Y.e.T,l ...... then.,- ................. : .................................. , 
remember-·that··fiTiif'-hiis .... gi:"ea't···au:·~face area for little ' · ·· 
weight; this means that the area which can become 
dirt.y--oor- eentam{na.t-ed, -carry E}dhesive labels or: tape, 
is very large so there may be 01nore of these tro'uble~ ~~~ 

----some 1mplir1 hes perul{g()f po1ymer thJ; is the case 
with f1Pl.~q .. s.9:r;,E3,p ~ ..•. ·.· Moreover, be.cau~q f:Um fr· e.q;.uen:t~=.::;.:.=:.~:.:. __ .--.... -,, .. -"~'--·"'-""'-"-..... --::::_., 

-·-----~-~---' ---- .~._,__~ ~tBJ{es- the form o1' bags ariif- Slick-s-, tliere wiii \Commonly 
I ....... 1 be residll.es of the. fonnet contents left inside. 

\j -- -- ~- -~-"---~·-·-~· ----· -···~'---'----~<~· 
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Rule 5 

Rule 6 

1. 

All such ·"''impurities must 
time consuming and costly 
yield some small reward·if 

· bi:l E:-eu_E)_ed or sold.) 

be removed before sale, a 
proces~ (which, however may 
the residues themselves can 

Collect only those grades and polymers for whic}'l there 
is a ~arket. The next stage is therefore to check out 
what markets exist. This, and the whole business of 
marketing wastes, is covered in some detail in "Work 
from Waste" and will only be outlined here. "Work from 
Waste" :l.so conta·ins a detailed case study of p±as_tks 
recycling .. 

·Find (from the telephone directory, Ministry of In
dustry, machinery suppliers or other sources) which 
companies in your district use plastics. Then assess 
whether they are ,likely customers. T'his may be 
possible without a v'isit, for exaiilple by conversation 
with a plastics machinery salesman who knows the ,, 

,. terri t,ory. It may be ..JJ.ecessary to visit one or more 
factories and discuss w:Lth the managerS. The ·check 
list, Table 2 (p30) iiiay be used to i.dentify tli.e kind 
of factory which is likely to be a good customer. 

C.ollect materials that are abundant in your area. In 
p~~ticular consider:-

PVC for sale to manufacturers o":r flexible hose and 
plasticised pipe. These low grade, thick-walled 
products use. a lot of polymer. Manufacturers are 
pleased to use a high percentage of reclaim for the 
lower prTCe~ ;ana quaTity range if they can overcome the-.-----
techni~al difficulties. Common ~astes that are 
suitable are:-

Soft, flexible, plasticised PVC from football~, ladies 
handbags, and other luggage. Suitable. waste.s are: 
cooking oil bottles - often a . clear amber (y~llow), 
shampoo and other pharmaceutical bottles ftrana\parent 
bottles with sales appeal). 

2. Unplasticized PVC for manufacture of rigid irrig{ltion 
and drainage pipe, gutters etc~ Again a high percent
age of reclaim is often acceptable for the lower 
quality prod~c t . 

3-
' 

I 
High density and low density polythene 'from a wide 
range of housewares such as buckets, bowls, . bru_shes ~ 
(cut out the bristles}-•laumlry baskets etc. These are 
discard;d by hbv._sewiv~s _ when_ broken, <~gn!~~n .. ~ooc! 
wei'ghfs or-~polymer, ·-r:r·~~~-from-:adhes-ive-la~ls, rn~_tal 
caps or other contaminant~'. 

\ 
\ 
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. I 
The manufacturer can 
products: low-cost, 
the poorer people of 

reuse them to make similar _thick 
low-qua.li ty with a market among 
the community. 

'\ 

!' 
' 

Low density polythene bdttles, distinsuished because 
they are a pearly white colour, translucent (not 
opaque but not transparent). Also Gpaque, white or 
coloured bottles, of ·the "squeeze" type.· 

··~· 

................... :._ ... e. .. ----~-----··· ........... ~ 

, __ c-c.- ~- __ Qthe..J;"~~cA'oF---hau&ehe±d-=£:hem~esec-are -maae=--==-c-• 
-- - ;f high density polyethylene to give l3trength and 

rigidity despite the thin walls and are bright' 

6. 

opaque, w:hite or c.oloured. _ , 

White polystyrene tubs, cups, plates and food contain
ers, such: as used by fast-food stores. ~ese · are 
thermoformed from polystyr-ene shee~ and cannot be 
recycled for this purpose but can be used for other 
polystyrene products such as ladies shoe heels. They 
are very thin and occupy a large ·volume but· can be 
stacked, one inside· another or can be crushed or 

.shredded by hand during collection' tO' reduce volume 
'and cheapen transport. 

7. Crystal-clear, PET drink' bottles, often large, -usually 
with a . base of black polythene or other material. 
These are widely tised in Europe and U.S.A. and may be 
recyclable for ·manufacture of polyester fibre (e.g, 
fillings for sleeping bags) when the base, cap and 
labels are removed. 

8. "Some types of industrial scrap. 

Recycling<'of.-mixed plastics· wa·ste 
., 

1 ' 
Dliring the past ten yeaTs a signif:i,can.t technology has been..._,__ 
d~elo-ped Ih Europe and Japan for ·the recycling of mixed ahd 
di~ty plastics waste into large products of.iow quality, such as 
feucing, building boards, cable dl-ums and pallets (Fig~ 11). In 
general it has not been com1llercially successful and further deve
lopm~nt is needed. A variant of this by a German company, 
Remak:er, has been more successful but th_e machinery is very e_x
pensive by comparison with the equipment described ·here. A full 
desc~iption may be found in the Bibliography -·-Ref. 13. 

I • 

/ 

--. 
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Figure 11: Large products of low qua'li ty made from mixed and 
dirty plastic waste by a Japanese process. 

Other plastics recycling t~chnologies 

Ref. 15 describes many other plastics recycling• technologies 
which have been developed but none has, achieved such widespread 
application as the methods described- in this/ book, which, are 
used to reprocess 400,000 tonnes of scrap pla~ic per annum. 

,. 

I 



TABLE 2 CUSTOMER CHECK LIST 

QU~STION DEPENDING IN WHICH COLUMN THE' ANqWER LIES: . -----------------------------------------------------------------
GOOD PROSPECT, ASK 
THE NE_XT.QUESTION 

PROSPECT BUT 
TRY BETTER ,, 
ONES FIRST 

POOR.PROSPECT 

----------------------------------------------------~---------------------------
How close is 
their factory? Close Far Very far 
-------------------------------~---:.. ___________________________________ ,.:_ __ . ______ _ 
What kiqd of CompOunders, Raw .,_ 
factory? Stockists, material 

What materials 
do they use? 

r 
·'I 

Moulders, producers, 
Converters fabricat6rs 

Thennoplas tic 
powders/pellets. 

Thermosets., 
Thermo-plasti.c 
rod, coil, .~heet, 
extrusion. 

-----+-----------------------------------~--------------------------~-----------
What jpol.yrners do Common thermo- ' Plasticised PVC Other 
they i use? plastics ie. HDPE Less cominon , specialized 

LDPE,PS,Rigid PVC thermoplastics polymers 
ie". PP, Nylon, PC 
Others on p12. 

Whf.H processes Injection' moulding, Blown film Thermo-forming 
d,. they operate? Extrusion, extrusion, Heat sealing 

• Blow moulding Callendering Fabricating 
gasting Machining 

~-~--~--~---~----------------------------:--~~~~~~-~:-~~------------------7£ __ _ 
What kind of Non-food contact Food Packaging 
prod uc'ts do and other products Drug containers, 
they make? without health risks Toys, 

What colour are 
products? 

Black, dull green, 
brown or dark grey 

Surgical goods 
hospital goods 

Crystal clear 

------------------------------------------------~----------------------------·--
What quality of 
product? 

Domestic or 
commercial 
quality 

IF STILL IN TI-llS 
COLUMN YOU HAVE 
A GOOD CHANCE TO 
SELL TO THEM 

High 
quality 
or speci.<illised 

~, r.. 

• 
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CHAPTER 4: COLLECTION OF PLASTIC WASTE 

')l 

Almost every establishment used by people is a source of plastics 
s~rap: homes, schools, factories, hospitals, shops, streets, 
parks, beaches and many more. Sometimes it lies loose as litter, 
sometimes it is collected together ,and stored in a container.· 
This chapter will· discuss the sources from which plastiqs waste 
can be obtained, the methods used ·for collection and transport 
and the cost of the collection process. 
It is summarised in Table 3 (p32). 

SOURCES OF PLASTIC SCRAP 

Homes and Households 

The main wastes are:-

Broken housewares - See Figs. 5 to 10. Usually of HDPE or 
LDPE but top quality may be nylon or PP, lower quality PS. · 

' Bottles, usually of LDPE or HDPE, PVC or PET. 

Food containers, mainly HDPE, LDPE, PS, ABS. 

Film, sacks and bags, mainly of LDPE, -HDPE, PVC, Polyester. 

Bottle caps -~may b~ of HDPE, PS, PP, or even thermosets 
but if difficult to identify the polymer, leave them out. 

Damaged household applianc·es- fridges, telephone handsets, 
cooking utensils, etc. May contain many polymers. 

Damaged handbags and luggage, sports go~ds, especially 
footballs etc., and leather imitation clothing. mainly of 
plasticised PVC. \ 

Shoes and sandals often the sole is pl~stic, most 
commonly plasticised PVC' but also polyurethane; sometim'es 
the upper is plastic. If it looks like leather (but does 
not smell of leather) it is probably butadiene - 5otyrene 
copolymer. 

Waterproof garments - may be of plasticiged PVC'. and re,
cyclable. If of plastic coated fabric they cannot be 
easily recy~led. 

Toys- may be of any,polymer. · 

-'31-
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TABLE 3 RECYCLABILI1Y· OF PLASTIC PRODUCTS 

The following list is neither ccmplete nor unalterable but indicates. 
sources of waste plastics: ~ 

0 • 

"Pource 
These :products 

generally recyclable . 
if clean. 

These products 
not generally 

recycled because: 

.Pbstacle to 
recycling 

-----------~---------~----------------------------------,----------------:---·-----

Packaging - iri' Shrink wrap, 
home or store bags,_ 
food .containi3rs 

Blister packs Plastic mixed 
with other. 
materials. 

and tabs, drink and · 

1 
othe~ bottles~ \ 

I 

~~-~~~-~~~~----~~~~~~~~:~-=-~~~~~~~~-------;~~}:~~-~~~~~-;~;~------~~:~~--~---
wastebins, bowls, and r~corder cabinets quantities 
brushes, pans, baskets. \ of va~ied 

Tableware and cooking 
utehsils. Telephones 

Fabrics, yarns and 
clothing (but these 
may be better re
cycled as textiles). 

Handbags, footwear, 
luggage. 

• Toys - building br:;icks, 
balls. 

Gramophone records 
Photographic and 
audio-visual ta~es 
and film, "1 

Parts of domestic 
appliances 

L I 

Jewellery 

\ 

plas}ics 
mixed 
wi~'h other 
materials 

.. 

Babywear - plasti\.c pants Soiled 
diapers, bibs, cot sheets material. 

. \ 
Furpiture, foam fillings,. Mixed -~th 

. carpets, matting. \ · other materia 
l . ', \ 

\ 
Toy's - dolls, models,\ 
games 

Opti~s ~ spectacles, 
binoculars, telescope~/ 

... -: .. \• 
Wide variety 
of piastics. 
used. Hard to' 
identify; 
often mixed 
.wi t'h other 
materials 

________________________________ : _________ ~--------::-----~-------------,-'~-~------
Outsiqe the 
home. 

Rope, string and tape 
Office and -schhol 
equipment. 

jl. 
Protective clothing ;_ .. 

. cr~sh helmets, go:ggles, 
visors, glov~s, boots~ 

~-------------------------~----------------------------~-------------------------._,. f ~' 
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' Source 
\ 

These products 
generally recyclable 

if clean 

TABLE 3 ( ct>nt.) 

These products 
not generally 

recycled because: 

Obstacle to 
recyc:ling 

-----------------------------------------------------------------~~--~--------------· 
Outside the 
home. 

\ 

\ ., 
\ 

Sports equipment 
footballs, bats. 

Inflatable boats. 

Hosepipe, plant pots, 

Sports equipment home
raquets, padding, skis, 
diving ~ear;,surf boards 

Boat gear - buoyancy 
·aids, sails, masts 
& rigging, fitti~s. 

• _Gard~n~l~men~s: 
. furn1 ture ;--ne.t-t 1ng, 

stakes. 

·workshop tools 
drill bodie~:~. 

handles, 

Automobile, train, 
bicycle, and aircraft 
parts. ' 

Wide variety 
of plastics 
used: hard'to 
identify, 
often mixed 
with other 
materials 

" 

" 

~ " ..., 

" 

--------------------.-------------------------------------------------~-----------

Industry Pipe.work, formers, · 
packaging, cable. 

Containers and 
handling un:j,.ts -
pallets, crates, 
stillages, bins, boxes 
drums, barrels, jerry 
cans. 

Industrial equipment -
tanks; v·a ts', vessels,. 

" 

Elect~ical·fittings, Thermosets: 
Signs, advertising Pennanent: 

Adhesives, paints, metal .Bonded to 
coatings.. non-plastics 

--------------------~---------~----.-----------------------~---------~----------- \ 

' ·' 

Building Water pipes, fittings 
and gutters, wall-and 
roof panels, skylights, 
light fittings. 

Re:inforced structures. Mixed with non-

Electrical cable. 
Sacks. 

'' 

Laminates ,in furniture 
fittings and pa~eling. 

Electrical £:i ttings, 
·boxes. 

Insulation foams. 

plas-tics._ 
Thermosets. 

_Mainly ,-. 
thermose:ts 

Foams 

------------~----------------~--------------------~---------------~-------------
1 
Agriculture Irrigation piping, 

hgses, .sheeting,·. sacks, 
rope, string, Jerry .. 
cans, drums barrels~ 

Tanks, greenhouses. Permanent 
structures 

• ' . ' I,. 

-----~------------------------------~-----~----A-------------~--~~-----~--~-----
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- Hotels and Restaurants 

These are often disappointing sources. The main wastes are:- • 
i 

,l''' Bottles and jerrycans - LDPE,HDPE, PVC, PET. 
\ .... 

Food containers - HDPE, LDPE, Ps, ABS. 

Film sacks and bags - LDPE, HDPm, PVO. 

Drinking straws - LDPE, HDPE, PP or PS. 

,.. Drinking tumblers/- PS. 

I Factories and warehou~es 

I 

·~ 

These may be extreme;l.y-fruitful. Never let anyone at the source 
of supply know what/ is done with. their waste or they may try to 
recycle it themselves or charge you for it. The range of wastes 
can be very large but some principal ones are:-

Process scrap from manufacturing operations that use 
plastics- (in small quantities that are not worth the 
trouble to recycle). May be any polymer but the 
manufacturer usually knows which. 

Overwrap film - Many goods arrive at the factory oFver /
wr:apped with polythe~e film to protect them.. or 
example b_ricks may be transported, loose on: a p~llet 

with shrink cover. Small items are often mounted on, 
a card then overwrapped with film wh ch is shrurik on 
to ~~a firm pa~::kage. Such aterial niay b'e 
excellent for recycling: thic , ree fro1p- impuri t:t'es 
and of large quantity. PVC is sometimes u·sed. 

Polyur~thane foam or expanded polystyrene paddirtg 
do not collect unless an economic,' profitable market 
has been identified. 

F • 

i 
Rope or string - if it looks like plastic it 
PP. Nylon rope does not look like plastic·, 
where the end':may have been melted)'. 

! 
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Damaged or undamaged buckets, bowls, protective 
clothing etc. 

Shops and Supermarkets 

Shrink wrap film - this may occur in huge quanti ties 
if it is used for packing cans and bottled goods 
LDPE or PVC. 

Beer and beverage~;can holders 
skeleton ~ HDPE, LDPE. 

Hospitals and clinics 

the "Six pack" 

Hospital wastes must be approached with care as they may contain 
dange~ous or unhygenic materials. However in many countries the 
dangerous wastes are collected separately for burning, so the 
remainder are typical . of any large residential institution' (see 
Homes) with the addition. of:-

X-ray film. In addition to the plastic this carries 
silver bearing emulsion whose value justifies 
separate reclamation. (See Work from Waste). The 
plastic that remains is usually PET but was formerly 
cellulose acetate. There may be an extra coat~ng of 
other polymer. 

Autoclavable holloware - many items formerly of 
stainless ~teel, such as ~ishes, mugs, buckets, urine 
bottles, bedpans etc. are 'nowadays made of 
polypropylene. In the hospital procedure they are 
steriiized before reuse by washing and autoclaving 
(heating to high temperatures in a steam vessel). 
They may be collected for recy;cling (and PP fetches a 
higher price than many polymers) PROVIDED they are 
put through the washing.and steriiization process for 
the last 'time, before collection by the recycler. 
Hospitals may. calc;ulate that the cost of this, less 
the scrap value will be no greater. than the cost of 
safe disposal by other means. It is stressed that a 
recycler who collects such items without 
sterilization exposes his employees and~the public to 
grave risk of disease. 

Streets, parks, beaches etc. 

Waste ill such places is ~i tter. How much and what kind will 
depend on the habits ,of the community and the. municipal cleaning 
services. It will usually be dirtier than other wastes, having 
collect~d sand~ soil and dust while lying, but these may be easy 
to remove. Coilectors may pr'efer to avoid these materials or to 
wear gloves. Litter that· .has lain some time may have been 
degraded by the effects of sunlight. This i.s mainiy a surface 
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effect and does not prevent the product from being recycled. 
Where it goes deeper it may be necessary for the sorter to break 
off t~e affected, brittle, part and throw it away. 

Special collection centres and schemes 

To collect from the above sources needs transport to and from the 
location where the· waste arises and this is costly in time and 
money. Some communities will bring their soiled wastes to a 
central ·place, such as a "skip" located in the car park of a 
supermarket. Often they will wash them beforehand, a double 
benefit. Such schemes have been fully -dealt ,with in ''Work from 
Waste~. For plastics, with the problem of ci~taining sufficient 
weight· of material at acceptable cost and cleanliness, they can 
be good if correctly opera~ed. 

Refuse dumps and transfer stations 

Great quanti ties of scrap plastic can usually be found at the 
refuse dump or garbage transfer station. It is not intended to 
discuss here the merits of refuse separation schemes, nor whether 
one should encourage the collection of materials from such 
unhygenic locations. These should be municipal decisions. In 
developing countries the public may not support. collecti·on 
centres but municipal dustmen often earn extra, income by sep
arating recyclables- d-uring their collection rounds. Armies of 
poor people live by scavenging, either in the streets or from the. 
refuse dump, and. purchase r"rom them may be the cheapest source of 
plastic waste. They may be prepared to wash it for a small 
increase in price, but a secortd, careful wash will still be 
necess~ry. 

It may be satisfactory for one scavenger to .a~t as middle' man 
with the help of a small cash float to start up. The price per 
unit of weight (Jb or kg) that he will pay his fellows must be 
agreed by •all and he receives a small extra • su:m (which may 
increase by st~ps with incr;:ease in the -volume of· material he is 
able to obtain).· Such material may be pur.chased on a "weight 
produced" basis; collectors may work less hard if paid by time. 

METHODS OF COLLECTION 

. These have ·been fully discussed in ""Work from Waste". 
In general: 

a) House-to-house collection near the processing depot is 
cheapest with a handc~rt~ 

--··i 

b) House-to-house collection far from the prbcessing depot may 
need a vehicle or animal drawn caft •. 
Collectors work from -it,. carrying ·sacks and return to it 
when the sack is full. 
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Moulded or extruded plastic goods are very light for their 
volume, contain. more air than plastic~ Any contairier~:::-fa~ 
sack, a cart o-r tne back of a lorry), iwill-have-i ts- volume-
used up before its weight limit is reached, 1which makes the 
cost .per uni·t of weight very high. As the material is sold 

·by weight, this becomes unprofitabl~. It is ·i:n~c-EH'lsacy to 
· "denstfy" the material, to use the full weight capacity of 
the container at all times. This can be done by hand, with 
a chopper or other implement carried on the collection 
rouna. However, this may lead to difficulty in sorting 

c) 

d) 

see page 46. · - ------- --

' Tr~vel by bus or minibus is practical for collectors carry-
ing two or more sacks, (which must be large and tough). 
They should chop up large pieces and- aim to collect not 
less-than 40 'lbs (20 kg) per day per .collector.' 

Collection from the .:r;ef._llfU~ dump, fro!ll-
0
-fac..toriea..o.r. other----

concentrated sources should be not less than one tonRe at a 
time, by high-sided lorry. A lorry fitted with 'a mesh cage 
will hold greater weight. 

ECONOMICS OF COLLECTION 
# 

Profits to be made by, recycling plastics are rarely lar~e. To .. 
ensure that worke~!"s earn suffici_~nt_fo~_ the:i,r _neeq_s_, _cos\s of _E!_l1_ 
activities ( start1ng with collection) must b& carefully. checked, 
and compared with the value of sales. Methods used to calculate 
costs have been car-efully expla-ined in "Work from Waste", Chapter 
18. -~ 

Yield 

Because selling prices are per tonne. (or per kg or per 1b) · all 
costs are •converted to the same basis. However the .weight 
delivered w~ll be smaller than that collected because some 
material is discarded i!l.' th:e sor-ting .pp().cess. T.he. proce$sing 
"yeild"'is equal to 

~' ,, ;.•'' 

Weight af material delivered to c~stomer 
Weight co.llected to yield this quantity 

Costs should be ·expres~ed as "per· tonne deliv-e;ed ·~...___'flhere cost·s 
are for tonnes collected. they need to be divided by .the yield. 

~/·· 

----

... J ••.. 

--= 

"""'""""'t"'"''""''""''" 

_, 

/ 

--·-·-.--/ ~-- -------.------------1 
/ 
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• 
Coats of -~_gl.lehtion _ 

These may be calcUlated on- a dally, -we-ekly or monthLy basiii for-~-~:--.--:: __ ~~--- ------~"oo. 
each collector individually or for the whole team togethe_r. The. 

··following should be included: ··· ···· ··· .... -~ 

,, 

.............• 
········;·- ... 

Cost of labour (wages) 

superv_isi.Qp~_atc..} . 
1 · Labou:r overl'l.eads ·c clothing, ~nsurance, pension, l-1 

Transpor; (-bus fa-res, lorry fuel, ~n.ima-r-:roaaer_-~:_t_ ; ) 

-
Publicity (advertising, ,.leafl-et printing· ana distribution 
etc.) 

• D;preciation of equipment" (cart, lorry, etc.) 
,. . -~ ~- -·'---~---- ~-- . -~~- ~ ·---~----~ --

Interest on loaris to buy eqcilpment. 

Coll~ction.cost per 
tonne delivered 

TotaL coi:tection cost 
--w-e-±ght---'-cn-Hec ted x Y±e ld · --- - - ·- -

I-~ , __ _ 
I . --- .-... ----'----

.. 
. ) 

.... ,., . ..,, .... 

···--·~ . ···-.-
, ............................................ ,. .... , ........ ... 

-- •• . •• ..:h •.••. 
.... •.• .... ·-· .. ···- .. -~ .. ·-· •.· " .•..••• ,. ···.-·-·•!'''."'' ·--

~-· -~~-------~·-

---c· .• ... ~ 1 • c._.-,.,-~··'',(. 
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CHAPTER 5: PROCESSING_ 

----
' ''-•···-·· 

Th:ls chapter discusses' processing scrap plastic to obtain a 
granulate, crumb or pellet sui table for moulding or extrusion 
proceBS1.=!B (which are explained later) • The following opera tiona 
fire involved. The orde!" must "Qe dec:j.d~e<i _locally_: 

Cleaning: If cleaning is done first, unwanted material may 
be cleaned. 

Sortkng: !±'sorting is done first it-Illay--:ne-co-:jmcJ'leeessal!oH~ 
unpleasant for the- s.o~ters. 

Size reduction ---ltl---------

"Granulation 

Pelletization 

Cleaning 
~.~----~ 

--Mate-r±a-r--detiverecr-to--ne ·-customer ml.lstbe _fraa .. -fr.~m...--d:i~t=-so---··-----,~- -"~-----···~-
···-- ·-- . ·-ev"ecy- piece should ·b~ .-cle~~~d-.b~t-·t;--achi~~e maximum prodtr"ction ... - -- - -~ 

from a given number of workers keep washing (Fig. 12) do the . ---~ 
minimum. 

The following methods are liste_d .. in orde.r of'". ~leaning power: .. 
work dow the list until the results are good enough. · 

at Brushing with a soft'brush to remove dry ·sand, grit etc. 
r , 

b) fashing in plain cold water,_with a brush , 
~) Washing in water with deterge-nt.. Powder· detergents are 

cheaper than liquids. The cheapest way is to use the last 
few drops of li_quid in each sq,rap d:etergent bottle and only 
add more if necessary. 

d) Washing in hot caustic soda solut·ion. This should be 
avoided if pOssible but may be necessary to remove oil or 
grease or heavy dirt·. It is essential that stout, elbow,.. 
length, rubber gloves,- free from_ P.ol~s are worn. Buy th.ese ·· 
from suppliers· of protective industrial clothipg. Those 
sold by supennarkets or· hardware stores are rarely strong 
or long enough. Caustic soda can normally .be bought in a 
hardware store. 

! . 

~-)_ 
.., .. ::;.,._ 

--·-=---~- __ _j:~ . .,..------·--;---"----
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-For all types OT washu'lg a mop, cloth o.r ny~o:rTSt1.ed __ _ ----···----~ --

brush is useful. Cleaning baths· or- fanks ·should be ·Rlaced 
at a comfortable height. Throw away¢objects that cann~t be 
cleaned quickly and cheaply. 

e) Cut off · impurities that cannot be removed by washing, · 
, especially plastic and paper labels, rings of .metal or. 

~ . 
o~er plastics around bottle necks etc. It is easier to. . 
cut away part of the plastic than. to remo~·e a label.---5mai:1------~ 
amounts of glue that remain after a label· is removed are 
usually acceptable~ 

To save time (that means cost) and wate~-do not rinse after 
washing unless unavoidable. Place objects .to drai~ ~on: a 
sheet of polythene film, taking care that no sand 'ori dti.st 
can blow o·nto them~ When dry, store in a drum or carton. 

Testing for Different Polymers 

,-· .' 

, __ 

·' 

'• 

----- ----~---- -- -----

Although attempts have been made to develop automatic . ~ 
I . I 

mechanical ways or sorting plastic- scrap, none has so far 
suc-ceeded commercially; the only sure method . is _by eye and hand. 
As many different polymers look iden~i~al, consider.able skill is 
needed to tell the difference.1 This is gained by practice and by 
testing when doubt exists. Even testing is nbt easy but the 
following system works reasonably in p~actice, • 

•.. 

·_'"L. _ ·-- ~--- .\ ••... _ --- . ··----·--·---------··--.--- ---~--------·-·----·---·--•··----------.. 
' . \ . 

\iorkers are trained to~ eaTry- o-ut tests for different polymers, 
• using locally col~~cted, material, and ouild up experience of what 

different products and different brands o-f the same product look 
like. After working for a few days in this way they wil~ be able 
to distinguish 90% of all polymers by app~ara~ce. The ·rem~inder 
need testing. The rule is "If in doubt test.· If still in doubt, 
.throw it out". " 

r 

The tests are tabulated in Table 4 -but the followip.g further 
explo!l.nation is needed. 

a) 

b) 

Finger nail scratch and flexibility: PE that has been 
exposed to the weather may have hardened and~ ecome 
unscratchable, rigid and brittle. ·Very thin materi of 
any polymer may seem flexible; very thick of any may em 
rigid. 

Flotation test: {Fig. 13) This is--very usefuL to .make the 

' 

difficult distinction. __ b€!~W_e~n __ h~gl). .ti.E:lP.:s;i.ty .. p.c;>lyethylene.-.... -- .......... '< ....... :: ........ . 
Ces:Peciaiiy if rt nas-oeen haraened -by- e-xposure to weather}~ --- ---- -
and polypropylene. Also between high and ' low density 
yolyethylene. A mixture of water and alcohol is-made up of 
exa~t density, so that one material will sink and i;he other 
float; 
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FIGURE 14: Testing by' burning. 

' 

F:IGVBE 15! Cutting sc.rap on a circular 



c) . 

d) 

If pure alcohol (ethyl alco~ol - density about U.79) is not 
available use iso-propyl alcohol (also called Propanol or 
Propan-2-01 - denai ty about 0. 78). Mix the two thoroughly 
and use a "hydrometer" (range 0.9 to 1.0) to test the 
density of the mixture •· · A density of 0. 925 will ensure 
that poly-propylene floats and HDPE (or even a medium 
density PE) Will sink. A density of 0.93 is better to 
distinguish HDPE from LDPE •. • I 

Flotation teats between polypropylene and LDPE cannot be 
done wi t.h certainty because ~their densities can overlap. 
Use the fingernail test and visual appearance instead.~ 

. . e 
I 

Once made up "the mixture9 can be kept, :p_rovided they are 1 

securely capped to &.void evaporation . or -c-hecked with a i 
·, I 

hydrometer before use. Flotation may be affected by I 
.surface te11aion; avoid by adding a couple of drops of I 
washing up liquid to the water or mixture, or by carefully 
pushing the sample under the surface and swirling gently to 
remove any air bubbles. 

For· the f'lame test, (F-ig. 14) cut a sliver.5cm long and 1 cm' 
wide at one end, tapering to a poiht at the other end whic~ 
is lit. Hold over a sink or stone, away from the body and 
clothing as samples. may drip. The· d:hps will only burn aE! 
they fall· if they drop from within the flame. . ! 

I 
I 

PVC can be confirmed by touching the object with a red hdt 
copper wire and returning the wire to the flame when tt 
will burn green. Burn off al'l residue of mate·rial before 
repeating the test with theaame wire. , (Other. ;PO~ymere 
that contain chlorine or fluorine, such as PTFE or ~oly
vinlyidene·chloride, also give a green f}.ame in this test 
but they are rare).· 

I 

I 
I 
I 

----.-·-· ·-·---- ····-·-···-·"····-·-·-··j .. ''''i,"'"'"' ·-·-·-·--·-·"'' 

e) 
. . • . I 

Thermosets can be tested with '-a piece of •wire -just beloW. 
red heat. If the wire pep.etrates i1; is a thermoplastic, it 
not it is a thermoset. 

.. 
I 

Readers requiring more complete tests to identify plastics are 
referred to Ref .• 16 and '17. · 
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.- TABLE 4 TESTS 

\ 
!I 
I 
I. 

TO\DISTINGUISH POLYMERS 
I I • I J>olymei'- --- --t -Flexi= 1•. In--- 1 .-!Re-lp. ti ve _ 1 Burning 1 1 Smell on , · Scratches 
1 bility 1 Water 1 Density 1 

1

\.l Burning l with finger 

I Can it b ~- Notes I e, 
I perfectlyl I 

l l i l 1~ l nail • 
l 1 l i . I • i 

. I 
---------------------------------:--------------------------~--------------- -------------------------------------------
Lov Density. i Very i Floats i 0.91-0.92 i Blue flame nLike candle 
Polyethylene l flexible 1 l :. with yellow l 

1

1 wa!l: 
LDPE l l ~ l tip :melts and l · 

I I I I d · b · I 
\ '- 1 1 1 r1ps urn1ng 1 

l l l l droplets l 
I I 'I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 

I trans- l I 
I" parent. I 
I I 

I 1Has 
. 

Yes I No a wa:xy feel 
Easily I ! r,ntermediate I 

I densities· I 
I between I 
I 0.92 and I 
I 0.96 also I' 
I exist I 

-------------------------------~-------~-------------------------------------------------------~------------------------
High Density I Much Floats I 0.96 ditto ditto Yes with No Very tough,· I I 

Polyethylene I less I difficulty, l'tard to I I I 

HDPE lflexiblel I ~ especit:l.lly tear I I 
I than I I I when cold or I I 'I I 
I LDPE I I I weathered I I I I 
I Film I I I 
I I I I 

~cracklesl I I 
I I 

I when I I I 
I I I I 
I bent I I ,, I .. 

""I I I 1-

-----------------------~-------t---~------------~-----------------------:-------------~-------------~---------------~-
Polypropyl._ene I Hard to l Floats, ~ 0. 90-0.91 l Yellow flame l Ditto b'4t l No ' ·. l No IVery strong 
rrn ' I I ' I I . I I I IF 
r~ I bend but 1 1 1 w1 th blue 1 less strong I 1 . 1 arms an 

I does not: :- : base. Can : : :almost 
1 break 1 l l drip burning l l !unbreakable 
I h I • I I t I 1

' I ·lh• 'f 1 w en 1 1 1 drople s. 1 1 1· .1nge 1 ·. 
I bent I I~ I I I 1-fO'lded 
I I I I I I I ··, 

-------------------------------- --------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------
Polyvinyl l Rigid l Sinks 1.2-1.6 l Yellow, sooty Pungent Rigid PVC - l Ye_s lTouch with a 
Chloride l PVC is 1 . l smoke; does hidrochloric No l l red hot copper 
PVC \brittle 1 1 not continue acid. Flexible, l lwire'and hold 

1 Plasti- :· J 1 to burn if DANGER plasticised 1 jwire to flame. 
1 cized 1 -'1 removed from do not inhale PVC - Yes l \ 1 Green flame 
I PVC can : : flame. I r . ?! ·:indicates 

.~; 

•. 

-' 

-~~~e:~:e( j \ ··· ......... -------~-----·--···--···--........ -----~------_) · ~ j:!~~:rother-
1 1 - 1 1 1 .· I I I containing \ : 
I I I I I I I J Chlorine • . 

------~-~-~-~------~r--------------------------------------------~~-----------------;--------~-------------------------
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Polystyrene 
PS 

i Very 
l- Rigid· 
l and 
l brittle 

Sinks 
.J 

l 1 .0-1 .1 , l Burns stronglyksweet No Yes !Makes 
l l · with yellow l i metalic .ring 
i / 'l sooty flame. l -!when dropped 
I . 1, Leaves no e,sh : :on a hard surface 
I • ' I. 

-----------------------------------------;----------------~-------------------------------------------------------~~----
Acryla.ni trile i Less l Sinks 1. 0-1 .1 l Dit\P but Rubbery No l No · l·Often has &ll1ky·· 
Butadiene l rigid l ~-'leaves some l I s).lrfa.ce fin:i!s}l 
Styrene l than PS l l ash. ' :· iNo metalic :hng 

• ABS I l i • l · lwhen dropped" ' 

~ . ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. . 
'f Nylon 

N 
l Very l Sinks 1 .1 l Blue flall\e· 'l. Like· burning · l No. ·: No . IVery tough 
l Flexible l i Melts .& .drips i h..iir"- ~~ l i ·:and :t:Iexible 
l l i Does not \ i l i 

______________ l ________ l ____________________ l_~i~:~::::__ -----~--~~-~l----"---------l~ ___ :_~-~1--~~-~------'"---
Polyethylene l Very l Sinks 1.4 Strong yellow Little·s~ell No-un1ess ~~1\Ye~ iTopgh and 
Terephthalate lFlexiblel flame with a butter. very thin ~ lflexible. . 
(Polyester) l l little black 1 • lShiny surface 
PET : ":·· I I smoke. I I : :Crystal., clear 

~--------------------------------------------------~-------~----------------------------~---------------------~---------
Polycarbonate Very Sinks J . Swe~t J ... l \Cal\ be ben;tJwith 
PC · Tough 1 1 pli.:e-rs) ri thout 

l lbreaking 

Thermosets 1Hot wire will not 

I penetrate 

'I 
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Sorting 

:;\ 

Sorting is easier if objects have not 'been choJ>ped up as this 
destroys the familiar appearance. Organise sorters so that the 
least skilful sort· into colours, an~ the best' sorters sort· eacn 
colour into different polymers. 

In household waste there will be little material 'other than PVC, 
~DPE, LDPE, PS and ·ABS. These can be,accurately sorted while all 
other. polymers are thrown into an additional· container for 
furthe'r so'rting later .. ';hen an adequate quantity has been 
collecte'd. 

Sort into labelled. contJiners. Heaps on the floor .get mixed. up. 
Use the largest containers for the large volume materials. 

Establish a . foolproof system of quality control. -The be~t 

sorter, or the supervisor, checks eveey container when fulL If 
·even one wrongly sorted item ~s found, the whole container should 
.be emptied out and reso·rted. · 

It is easy to tes't · sor~~rs·•· 'Place twenty different exat)lples of 
·broken polymer around the ro.om, mi~ber them and 'ask the sort~rs 

to list them .. On,ly so:r;:±,ers who can correctly id~ntify 19 out of 
20 ~hould be employed. 

In addition to~sorting by 
the customer. ' Not all 
groups will be sufilcient 

Clear 

White 

polymer, ·sort 
colours need 
such as=·- · 

Red, yellow and orange 

Brown, black and green 

Blue 

.. 
by 
be 

. •.. 

.'\& 
::~C.-

coiQur as· agreed, with 
sorted; p:rhap~ five 

S . d t• ~ 1.ze re uc 1.on . . ~ 'i . 
Size reduction during col"lect_ing reduces transportatiofi volume. 
but may make sorting difficult. Size reduction at· tjhe depot 

_helps transportation to ~he customer and .feeding of mat'erial to 
the gr:a~ulator. 

' 
The easiest method. is wi'th 'a· circular saw, such as is used in a 
woodwork shop special blades . for cutting plastics. are 
available::: Saws are difficult to guard and ·~an . take a finger off 
just as· quickly as they can cut through a .lump of ,plastic. 
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I 
Operators should be trained, should have hair in a cap and loose 
clothing such as scarves or sleeves tucked in. Goggles shouid be 
wotn to protect ~he eyes. 

They should ·work where they cannot be disturbed or 'interrupt,ed by. 
other workers. This- means working in isolation and is unpopular," 
but essential for safety. Frequent breaks {or- a-chat and relax-j: 
ation wi~l help the operator maintain conce~ration •. ' ·;·:·' 

. l 
The object to be cut should be held in both hands which pass;, 
well clear, either side of the blade (Fig l5J. Feeding sh~~ula"'lile 

I 
with a firm steady pressure; to force the object through the 
bl&de may result in "snatching" and the hands being d:rawn into 
the blade. Thick leather'gloves offer· protection but.may not be 
acceptable in hot climates. 

The saw operator should know exactly how small ob:iects need to 
be. Cutting too suiall is costly and unnecessary. ' 

If a saw is 'not available a hatch.et and a solid tree trunk or 
block may be used •. 'The object should not be held while striking. I 

The hatchet swing should b.e from above the head in. the direction 
exactly between the widely spaced legs so that'a small deflection 
of the hatchet when it hits the object will not result ,in injury 
to the legs. Safety spectacles ·should' be worn t.o prote.ct the 
eyes from fragments. 1 

· A handsaw, with the object held in a b!=ln.ch vice can also be used. 

The size for material 'oihi,ch is to be sold without being granu-
lated must be judged against the cost of tra,nsport. No rules can ·' . 
be laid down except to say that, if objep1ts 'are made flat 'tbe 

_,. .. 
best densification has ·been ach~ieved; further size reduction will 
hot yield the same benefit. 

Preparation for Moulding 

.Before sc'rap ~_::an\ be---fed into an injection mouJder or extruder it 
must be- convertied into a· "homogeneous", fre-e flowing grain, 
powqer, pelleL.or crumbv There aPe three ways of achi~ving this, 
depending on the coat and quali :tY requi;~: ,, 

~ Gran~lation: This chops solid material into ·regular sized, 
irregular shaped pieces~ '~ 

Crumbing: After being, chopped into flakes thin film is. converted 
··into .a heavy crumb, dense enough to feed into Ia moulding or 
extrusion ~achine. This is sometimes called "aggl~mer~tion". 

. ' 

,. 
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Pelletizing:· Granulate or crumb is_ mel ted, screened to remove 
dirt, and made into pellets of a given size. 

___ These impo.rt'ant operations will be described in detail. 

---------------------GRANULATION 

This is performed by a simp}e machine called a granulator. On~ 

type comprises a rotating cutter mounted on a horizontal axfe 
(not unlike the cutting cylinder of a gra-ss mower, but with 
straight, not spiral, blades), which· chops the material against 
fixed, stationary blades. (Figs 16 and 17). Usually there are-- .. 
three or four rota tfng blades and two fixed blades although other. 
comMnations are used. The blades are ;replaceable and C{in be 
reground .. The rotA.ting·blades are bolted strongly to a solid 
ro~or shaft, with a bearing at·- either end and a pulley, 
bel t~driven from an electric motor. The- fixed blades are bel ted 
to the cutting chamber and have adjusting screws at either end, 
to move them in -or out until the rotating blades just fail to 
touch tbem. Good quality blade s.teel_ is important. 

Another kind of granulator nas a vertical axis with flat blades 
rotating in a cutting chamber shaped like an uprigh-t drum. The 
flat circular baa·e of the drum is drilled with holes to form the 
grid. The drive pulley is below the grid. See Figs. 18 and 19. 
This type is less efficient than the horizontal axis machine but 
much cheaper to make. 

Materia1 enters through a hopp(tr, a steel bo£''-riiounted above the 
cutting chamber. For safety, modern hopper design, makes it 
impossible to touch the blades while the hopper is in position. 
The hopper is usually hinged to allow access to the blades for 
cleaning and resetting but a device should be fitted to prevent 
the blades turning ·'when the hopper is open. Ik is extremel'y 
dangerous to interfere with this device or have the hopper open 
when the blades are turning. The hopper mouth is1 sometimes 
fitted with a rubber·· curtain to prevent fragments 'spi'rting' back 
at the operator. 

Bene_ath the blades is the grid, a strong gteel mesh of regular 
holes, often curved to fit the rotary blades • The hole' size 
determines the size of the granulate. Small enough material can 
fall thro~gh, too large material stays in the path of the 
rotat~ng cutters until cut smaller;- .A grid size of 6mm to -9mm 
(1/4" to 3/8") ·is common, but this should-be-agreed with the 
customer. Granulating costs increase for smaller hole sizes; if 
the customer is using'!IJ.arge moulding machines he may be conten_t 
to have a larger size of granulate.· -

A bin beneath the grid catches -t-he fa±ling-gp-anu-±-a-te--. ----,Someti--mes-'---
a mesh guard is. set above the bin so that it is impossible to· 
poke a finger through the grid into the·- moving blades, from 
below. 
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Thret: - blacted 

Two static 
bladt:s 

Drive 
~otor----~~-+~ 

@ 
- " 

5c;rap f8d 
in here 

11+--------1- urtair prote.cts 
against flying 
fragments 

~------~---Thick walled 
cutting chamber 

n!~~----==~t-Strong angle iron 
frame 

Perforated grid 

_'!> ___ _ 

() . 0 0 DrivrJ belt 

e . 
' ~ 0 0 

Collection bin 

Castors 

' 
FIGURE 16: Granulator- (horizontal axis). 
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FIGURE 17: .Granulator - (horizontal axis). 
'c 
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Hotating 
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f 
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r-:::::=~=:;;::::::: .. ::: 

LJ:bvP belt 

LollE!ction bin 

FIGURE 18: Granulator- (vertical-axis),-~ 
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The motor, belts and pulleys that d-rive the rotor are strongly 
mounted and should be guarded so that no ,_article of clothing, 
hair etc., can be. caug:ht in them. The motor needs a switch fuse 
and large motors may need a starter. ATi granulators should have 
a large, red, mushroom-sh~ped stop button. 

1 
Granula t:,'Ors are noisy machines and in some countries,' by law, 
they ~us t be sound pro-<Jfed err placed- in- a -sound pro-6 r-· enclosure~, 
Both are expensive but empl,oyers should be aware that prolonged 
exposure to loud noise can damage an opera tor's . hearing. At · ~ 
least people workil}g near such a machine should be given ear pro- L~ 

teeters. 

Selection of a ~ranulator 

An important decision is the size and power required. This· will 
depend oti: 

How much money is available to buy the machine? 

What kind of plastics and products are going to be 
granulated? Tough polymers Iike nylon ot' polyester need 

• 1· ···--··--" ..... .-.-..... ._._, ... , ... ._._ ........... . 
. mo-re ·pO-wer· than· polyErtyl"e·ne· · cY:r--·poTye'tnyTene. · 

.---~~--

What rate of pro'duction is .re§luired? 

What size of piece is to .·:-·be fed into the machine? 
The hopper mouth size decides-H{i8'. 

How cantinuou.a.ly .w:iJfl. it operate? For- c-ontinuous operation 
a larger motor_ is desirable. For inter-mittent operation a 
small~r motor can be used as it has time to cool. 

F'Or the ·activities described in this book, 5 H.P. ~s an 
'absolute minimum. A· 10 or even 15 H.P. granulator should 

-be obtained if possible. Manufacturers 'who can ·supply 
i_nformation are listed in Appendix III. ' 

Buyers in Third World countries will find pric-es-· from Europ-ean 
and U.S. manufacturers are far higher than those from India. 
This is for three reasons: 

• 
1) Indian machines have less'· sound proofing and safety 

2) 

3) 

features. 

Indian machines are less expensively finished, but no les~ 

robust. 

~nd ian manu faG turing cos'ts are eheaper. 

' ' -'-' ~,;' . ' ' ' ' . ' . ~· -' . ' 
I 

i 
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For opeta'tion , in the rough conditions of the Third World, with 
labpur less used to oper~ing and ma\ntaining machipes, Indian 
equipment may be more sui table than pricey machinery from the 
"North". · 

,When purchasing a granulator, include: 

or 2 spare sets of fixed and rotating blades, complete 
with fixing bolts. 

1 or 2 spare sets of drive belts, motor bushes etc. 

Alterna-tive sizes of grid- H' requir-ed for di-fferent---
customers. 

When specifying ,the machr:ine it is necessary to give the 
manufacturer full 'details of the electrical supply available. 
This involves:- \ 

~-· 

a) Mains frequency; is it 50 or 60 cyc~es per second? 

. b) Mains 

\ 
v.ol tag~ }·:·"'·ia:.... it .11 0 

.J 
220 
240 
440 
Any 

volts, 
volts, 
~olts, 

volts, 
other? 

single phase? 
three phase? 
siri:gfe phiise'?' 
three phase? 

., .·1 

Other matters to ch'eck when selecting J1 r.anulator are: \ , 

Will the machine be static in-'on place or should it be 
mobile? ..Does it need wheels? 

L 

. ' . 
How easy is it to cl~~.n? ,.·, ... , ........................... ,., ... ,.,., ... ,., ... ,.:···•"''''''"''''''"''''"''''''''''"''''''''''''"''''''''"''C'''''''":'··· 

. . ' .,.,., .. ,.,., _,.,·f··········· 

What facil:fties exist for repairs and servic~ if it g6'es 
\~ wrong. Does the manufacturer have 8.n · agent in . your 

district who will give it expert service? 

To order machinery froin overseas, an import licence an'd 
permis~ion to send money·over~eas may be rt:eeded. :rirst write to 
reveral_ manu'racturers for quotations 'for the machine and spares. '-• 
Ask for "<:IF" the cargo seapQ...rt nearest to' you·. ·This means that. 
the cost or' packingt insll1'ing and transporting the goods tp that 

•· I • 'ir 

port is pa·id by the seller. You will still have to pay: 

The cost of clear.ing· them through customs at your home -port 

Any customs iinport duty 

Ang-tax ~------·-·---

The cost of transport from the j>ort to where you want the 
m-a-chine 
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The cost of unloading it from the lorry 

The cost of installing it 

The cost of electrical connections 

_AJ).p_li.. for all these when planning purchase of such a machine. 
They may well come to 50 or 60% on top of the manufacturer's 
catalogue price. 

Making your own ~ranulator 

It is neither uncommon nor difficult to make your own granulator, 
i\ you are a competent mechanic. In such a case the simplest 
design may be a vertical axis machine as shown ,(home-made) in 
Fig.19.. ._ 

FIGU~ 19: Home-made Granulator (vertical axis). 

'"-·-·~·-~-~·------ ,-..;.--

FIGURE 20: Bag.s of flake from granulated film. 
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The advantages of 'making your own granulator are:-

a) Far lower capital cost. 

b) No problem with spares: you 'will always be able to make 
your own. 

c) No problems of importing. 

The disadvantages are:-

a) Home made machines are less efficient. This means jhat the 
cost of electric power will. be higher. 

• 
b) · Home made machiines are not lik&ly to be so robust or to 

have such a long ~ife. 

c) Home made machines are not likely to be as safe; if you 
make your own machine, decide that it will have· every 
possible safety feature; your health determines your 
ability to earn, so dangerous·~ money- saving makes poor econ
omics .. 

d) Time will be spent making the machi~e which could be spent 
on other things. .J 

The decision whether to make or buy. is a local one; it will 
depend on your own skill, or that of local workshops and the 
distance and price o{ commercial machines. A good policy for a 
group working in a developing country, where such machines -are 
not manufactured, might be to home-make the first granu+ator, a 
small one with a 5 kW motor, and use profits earned with it to 
purchase a larger, ~more power.ful, imported, factory-mad~3ii>:~achine 
at a later date. I 
Crumbers 

Granulated film (Fig. 20) is too light and bulky to fee.d· ·to an 
extruder or injection moulder. It does not feed freelY. in the 
hopper . on down the screw. It can .be converted to free flowing 
material fn a machine called a crumber (Fig. 21). This is like a 
vertical axis granulator but there is no perforated grid; the 
material stays in the ,path of the rotating knives and·, while 
being chopped, is heated to melting point. The volume of the 
material decrea;es and, .at the right moment, water is admitted to 
the cutting chamber. . The mol ten plastic explodes in to a hard, 
dense, beady crumb, (Figure 22) irregular in shape and size but 
sui table· for· feedipg down ·the barrel of an extruder. Large 
amounts of water vapour are produced and sucked out.by a fan. 

'· 

\ 
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FIGURE 21: The Foliolu~ Crumber. 

Starting from cold it takes abo_l,l.t five minutes to plastify a load 
of film; half this' once the machine has warmed up. Some 
machines further shred the crumb to improve its unt,formi ty. 

Crumbers are not cheap; the smallest Italian machine sells at 
about US$20,000 for an output of 60 to 70 kg per hour, but so far 
no other method has been developed for such effec'tive re~lamation 
of film scrap. The Foliolux tnachine shown in Figure 21 is the 
c1he apest availBble, made by Plastmachines of w. Ge'rmany. 

One type of ~rumber incorporates R. washing plant..pthat will clean 
soiled wastes, but is extremely expensive ~pd complex. To date; 
no Indian companies appe,ar to be producing 'film crumbers. Some 
instead use granulators and add water in measured quantities by 
hand. 

Like granulators, crumbers can be home ,made; a pipe and valve to 
introduce water and a fan to exhaust the vapour are simple to 
fit. Vi tal parts need to be suitably treated against rust, by 
galvanizing or paint. Rubber seals need to b"e fitted where the 
rotor shaft enters the cuttin& chamber. 
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Drying 

Some polymers are "hygroscopic" they absorb moisture slowly, and 
need to be dried before they can be successfully extruded and 
pelletized. Drying can be done by blowing warm air through a 
rotating drum of material, by stirring in a s~allow trough in an 
oven, or by spreading out on a clean polythene sheet in the sun 

FIGURE 22: Crumb- a hard, beady material. 

the sun, provided dust and grit are kept out. llrying normally 
0 0 

requires between 3 and 3 hours at between 70 C and go C but lower 
temperatures and a longer time can be u~ed' for sun drying, 
especially if there is a ~light ~ind. 

0 

Polymers that particularly need drying are nylons, polycarbonate, 
ABS and high impact polystyrene and cellulose plastics. 
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EXTRUDER - PELLETIZERS 

An · extruder is a machine normally JlSed for producing plastic 
,material in ltmg, cont;inuous rods, sheets, sh'aped sections or 
pipes. It can also be used to produce pellets and comprises 
(Figs 23 & 24). . . 
a) A Ropper into which crumb or granulate may be fed. 

1 ' 
\ 

A strong steel barrel, able to contain the big~ pressures 
applied. · \ 

·~ c) · .. One or more screws, designed to force the plastic down the 
barrel and heat" it at the same time. The design of the 
screw profiles is critical and they ·cannot be home-made for 
this reason. 

• d) E;I.ectric hea~ers and air or·· water cooling pipes around the 
barrel to en'ab::t.e the tempet"ature of the material eptering 
the nozzle to be precise!y adjusted. 

.\ 

e) A nozzle through ~hich the plastic is forced into: 

f) Th·e die - a steel plate, containing a hol:e who.se profile is 
the desired cross section of the,material to be'extruded. 
For pe lietizing, a 11 spaghetti 11 die is used; it comprises 
small circular 'holes' about 3DDp diameter. arranged in one 

. or two hor-izontal lines to extrude tnul tiple· str13:nds of 
polymer simultaneously: as many as forty or. fifty on a 
powerful extruder; a dozen on small machines. 

g) A system to clamp the die ·to the nozzl,e against. the· 
pressure generate~ by the screw. 

h) A motor ,and gearbox to drive the' screw. 

j) .. A mesh screen .to etrain out non-plastic impurities~ This 
is fi tt~d between the· barrel e,nd the nq·~z;te and the melt is~ 
forced through it under high pressures, \so its de!3ign must 
be ra.bust. The screen must be·. change4 · when it becomes 
clogged with impuri~ies; this is. done in one 'of two ways. 
A continuous coil of screen on a reel at eilther end (like a, 
typewriter ribbon) passes through a holding fr~e and is 
wo?_nd on (by an amount equal to t.he diamet-er. of the barrel) 
at intervals.· Alternatively unit screens can be fitted in 
a double screen changer that- call· be flipped from side to 

• side (like the- slide holder in an old fashioned photo
graphic slide projector). This system.is cheaper than the 
continuous~ type 'but less effective and takes time. Pass.age 
through a '~preen, to ensure tlotat there are no impur'i ties in 
the reclaim, "is the main purpose of extruding ?nP. pellet-
izing plastic waste granulate or crumb. · 
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A cooling trough - info which the e<xtruded· strands drop as 
they leave the die. It is long· epough to ensure complete 
cooling. The strands leave it through a: 

Haul off system. A paiP of simple rollers_ or "tractors" 
whosi speed matches· that of the extruder feeds the strands 
to the next stage without over-stretching (leading to 
breakage) or holding back (leading to tangling). 

m) Chopper. Finall.Y' the strands ·feed into a rotating chopper, 
are cut into short pellets and drop into a bin below. 
Alternatively the ch~pper can be mounted on .the front face 
of the die, . <'lhich requires less po~1er to chop the hot, 
soft plastic. 1 The length of pellet is determined by the 
speed of extrusi.o~ and speed of the chopper. 

FIGURE 24: ·Extruder- pelletizer. 

Selection of an Extruder - Pelletizer 

There ·are many, possible variations. It may be worth-while 
consulting your custome..r or another producer who is operating 
plastics machinery, before committing a large sum of money for an 
extruder-pelleti~er system. The following points need particular 
attenti~n., .: 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

'l'he output of the complete. line must match your intended 
production rate, with a margin for breakdowns, screen 
changes etc. 

Each compone~extruder, taK:e-off, chopper, must be 
matched for speed. ·--

~-------
~. 

rated Motors apd other electrical parts m)lSt be to the 
electrical supply availab;te; see page 53. 

d) 'l'he screw must 'be sui ted 'to the polymer you are proposing 
to handle and the form in which it will be r.eceived (e.g. 
crumb, granulate.. etc.) The manufacturer will advise on 
this. 

Extruders can be very complex machines but the complexity lies i~ 
the controls; to achieve high output and good control of product 
q-uality every feature may be electronically controlled. For 
reclamation ex~ruders this is not necessary. 

It, is essential .to see the machine dem"onstrated, on the 
application· you have in mind. A machine built to-,~~xtrude. PVC. 
hose-pipe may not be suitable for pelletizing high density poly
ethylene. , 

Your order purchasing , the machine should lay down performance 
·criteria ·that must be met by ~be machine before full and final 
payment is made. For example:-

"Shall receive polyethylene waste granul.ated to a 6mm mesh and 
shall extrude and chop into 3mm long pellets of 3~ diam~ter at 
the rate of 100 kg per hour and continue to operate under these 
conditions for a continuous two-hour trial without interruption.~~ 

Bagging 

Having taken troubl•e to produce reclaim of high quality and 
reliability it is worth the cost of packing in a professional 
fashion. This need~ a small scale, capable of weighing at least 
20' and preferably 50 kilos. Fill every sack to .the same weight 
and take care never to go under weight. 
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Secondhand sacks are sui table ._for granule t~- but pel~e:ti,Zp§.· .:. 
material Justifies a new sack or at least a new· label stufr •. "ver' 
the old one. Label every bag with precise details "df' 5-he con
tents. Printed self-adhesive labels :look professional and 
justify a higher price than scribbling wi~h. a felt pen. The sack 
can be folded two or three times at, the to·~nd stapled firmly. 
Us~ a rugged stap1er and strong wire staples or obtain a heat 
sealing machine for polythene (or polythene coa ed paper) sacks. 
This applies pressure and heat to weld the sack closed in a neat 

, 'straight )ine across the . top and totally prevents entry of dirt 
or moisture. 

From time to 
satisfactory, 

time check with your customer that the paC:kaging is 
and''t{lat no bags have burst or split. 

'---. ......._ 

OPERATING~PROBLEMS THAT MAY BE ENCOUNTED DURING PROCESSING 

DANGER! In each of the following, switch off the machine and 
disconnec_t from electric'al supply before opening machine,_ clean
ing ~~ __ maki~_ adj~~yments. 

Circular Saw 

Machine cuts too 
slowly 

Granulator 

Motor overheats .or 
cuts out 

Machine cuts slowly 

' . 
- Saw teeth broken: resharpen or replace. 

Motor lacks power: ha~mo~or cleaned 
or, if necessary, service~ 

Saw clogged with plastic swarf: clean 
motor and blade. 

- Cutting chambe~ clogged with plastic: 
· open machine and remove~ Restart and 

feed more slowly. 

Knives blunt or chipped: resharpen 
fixed or rotating knives. 

- Clearances wrong: slacken, off fixing 
bolts, adjust stationary bla_des. using 
adjustment bolts, so there is only a 
paper thickness between rotating and 
fixed blades. Re-tighten' -fixed blade 
securing bolt~. 
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-- -sme1.1 or rubber 
burning· 

Machine stalls 

Crumber 

.\ 

\ 

D-rive -bel,~S dam8ged or --81-:lppihg: check 
that blades are not clogged. Check no 

drive belts are broken orstretched. 

- Knives blunt or material too thick or 
tough for power· of .machine. 

AT).y of the faults of the granulator may apply to t'e crlUilber. In· 
addition:- , 

Some material not 
crumbed, remains 
flakey 

Material comes out 
wet 

Crumbs adhere to each 
other in .._.large mass 

- Water added too soon. 

- ~oo much water added. 

- Insufficient water added. 

EFFECT OF RECYCLING ON POLYMERS 

In Appendix 1 it is explained how certain polymers d-egrade at 
temperatures at or near those required for moulding. . ~he 
operations of recycling, especially of crumbing and pelletizing,. 
involve actual melting and the possibiJ,i ty of degradation and 
certain other changes must be watched with care. The following 
notes cover the common polymers: 

Polyethylene 

i 

The only problem is possible change in melt flow index - ~ecycled 

~--------~- ~----1 

polyethylene may have lower melt viscosity than new rna terial. 
Material should be reprocesseo at the lowest posaibTe 
temperatures and held at these temperatures for as short a time 
as possible. Reclaim should be tested for melt flow index after --=-------
processing (see Appendix II) and differen~& allowed for when 
blending with virgi~ material. 

Polystyrene 

Slight yellow discolouring can be reduced by keepi'ng recycl:i/r;J,g 
temperatures and times down. High impact polystyrene should He 
dried before reprocessing as it absorbs water in service. 

/ 

• 
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'"· Polypropylene "' 

Melt flow changes may be gr~at~r than with polyethylene, so 
testing of melt flow after prqe~~tldng is recommended. It ;is less 
stable t~an Ii'Olyet}1yl~n-e __ a'Ild, i:n the event o_f d'egradation 
occuring, a thermal stabilizer. w.ould need to be mixed with the 
granulate prior to crumbing or pelletizing. 

ABS 

Drying before recycling may J)e ",J:tecessary. Melt flow and other 
properties of reclaim may diffe:r'i"~rom virgin rna terial. 

-.,;. 

PVC 

Both plasticized and rigid PVC, ~re sen-si ~ive to heat and may have 
poor stability at moulding temperatures, depending on the kind of 
stabiliser present. Keep temperatures as low as possible, for as 
short a time as possible. 

A. further problem vi th recycling:_PVC iL}lHLPresence of a wide. 
vatiety--of- stabilizers' plasticizers' fillers etc in large and 
(usually) unknown q.uanti ty ;in different products.: Normally such 
materials can only be used to manufacture low , grade prod l}Cts. 
However, if scrap_can be sorted into-Bimilar categories (cooking 
oil bottles, footballs, flexible piping, cable sheathing etc.) 
then the material is likely to be sui table for blending in the 
manufacture of similar products. A sample should be tested to 

, check 1ieat stability and, if decomposi tHm occu:~;s, advice on a 
suitable stabiliser should be sriught. The other properties need
ed for the proposed use can also be checked. 

Polymethyl methacrylate 

The colour and clarity of reclaii,lled material is slightly less 
than that of virgin. Contamination by other p.olymers will reduce 
weather resistance and spoil appearance. 

Polycarbonate 

This material must be dried before recycling, as. it absorbs water 
in service. 
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Polyamides 

-

~ylons require drring before processing_. _The_ d_ifferen_t--types of 
nylon have different melting points and other characteristics·and 
sqould be kept separate. As most sources of nylon scrap are 
industrial this is possible ... 

Polyesters 

High purity ·is essential; contamination reduces clarity and 
strength. . Reprocessing is d.ifficul t and requires high and 
carefully- controlled temperature's. Material should be dried 
before processing. 

' . 
'. 

Cellulose acetate and other cellulose plastics 

These materials need drying before recycling. 
,. 

COSTS OF PROCESSING 

- -Th-er--foilowrn~ctOl."s-·wiil- neeo~o- be ··yrrcluded -wrren-·caJ:c-ulating 
, ~the total cost of ·processing. If material passes through a 

sequence of processes thert costs of each.must be added. 

Tota1 labour cost 

Total overhead for that labour , 

Cost of all consuutables involved in washing or cleaning; 
i 

soda, gloves; brushes etc. 

... 
Cost ·or electric-power to machines. 

- ' 
~/-

~C:ost of any stabilizers or other additives. 

Depreciation of machin.es·:' 

Interest on loans to purchase machines. 

Rent and rates on premises. 

~ 

Where different material,s are collected and processed on the same. 
premises it is useful to calculate th'e coste separately so .that 
the profitability of each can be calculated. (See "Work from 
Waste", Chaper 18). · 

SAFETY IN PROCESSING 

The importance of safe working methods and how to achieve them in 
a recycling operation have been fully described in "Work from 
Waste". Some of the main hazards of plastics recyling must be 
pinRfinted here as well: 

• 
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Almost all plastics will burn. Every possible care to 
prevent fire· should b_e .take!!~- SJ1!9king should not be allow
ed. Electrical-machines should·be unplugged or isolated iit 
the end O'f' each day's work. Fire extinguishers or buckets'-
of water or sand should be kept available. '<,· 

Granulators and· crumbers · are pewerful rotating machines· 
whlch can. cause serious injury. They should be treated 
with respect and 'never cleaned or repaired until the 
electric supply has been cut off and cannot be accidentally 
restored. The same applies to. saws, ext'ruders, in f~i:i.t.. all 
electrical machines. ··- · ~~-.. 

All electric machines are potential sources of . electric 
shock, especially in the presence of water. Care should pe 
taken to ensure they are correctly installed and earthed 
and· never repaired unless electrically isolated. Workshop 
floors should be kept dry. 

Injection moulders and extruders generate temperatures high 
enough to caus~ severe burns. ~ot plpstics will stlck to 
the skin. and burn horribly. Sui table protective clothing 
must be worn by operators. 

Scrap plastics can carry dirt or chemicals that may cause 
di.sease. Hands should be washed before eating or returning 
home after work. 

Plastics can give .off poisonous fumes when burnt. Avoid 
breathing such fumes during tests (p.43). Leave the build
ing quickly (closing doors and windows to slow spread of 
fire·· if possible) if an accidental fire occurs. Do not 
dispose of plastic waste by burning. Ensure good room 
ventilation wherever plas.tics are processed. 

--- +- - --,--- ------
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-·----c-HAPTER 6: MANUFACTURE AND SALE OF SMALL ARTICLES FROM RECLAIM 

Recycling in the manner described in the last chapter can convert 
worthless scrap into-material worth between US$400 and US$600 per 
tonne (1982 prices). If this material is moulded into a 'tiny 
product weighing perhaps 5 gms., it ~ay wholesale at perhaps,£20, 
equivalent to . US$40, 000 .. per tonne! There wi,ll of course be 
additional costs, some of them quite high, which are listed at 
the e~d of this chapter. None of them is large compared with the 
extra· income to· be. derived from moulding op~ra~ions. This 

. chapter describes the equipment and skills nee~ed to enter the 
moulding industry on th,e smallest pos!'li ble scale and make far 

................................ 

greater profit. • 

It is not intended to, deal with any of the industrial machines 
described in Cha~er 3 with their expensive, complicated 
electronic controls. many books are available for this. Cheaper 
alternatives are ava· ble. The kind of extruder descrihed in 
Chapter 5 is available fr_om· Indi . .!i at about US$8 1 000 at the very 
cheapest. A range of hand.- operated injectiion moulding and blow 
moulding machines exists that cost less th~n US$2 1 000 '(or less 
than US$1 1 000 from India) and are therefo1re w~ thin the price 
range of a small project that 'has spent a 1

; year collecting and 
granulating scrap plastic and has managed t~ save some cash -for 
.further investment. 1 

Small Injection Moulders (Fig. 25) 

These machines have an electric heater around the· barrel. 
Pressure is . applied not by a screw but by a plunger, forc.ed down 
by .turning a capstan amile. Heating time is controlled by a 
simple . timer and a --si gle cycle (charge, 11eat 1 ' inj ec:t; 1 cool, 
eject) takes between 3 and 45 seconds. Production is thus 
limited to' not more than a thousand i terns in ~ eight hour day. • 

These machines are verY, small which limit's the.size and weight of 
the product. For t!lxamp1a the SP1. mao'e by .the Small Power Machi?e 
Company can plasticize up to 1 kg' of polymer per.hour~ making 120 
shots in t_hat time' the maximum area of the mould (and hence of 
the product) is just iili1ier-40.sq-cm an.d the maximum dimensions of 
the mould are 10cm x 10;cm x 7!5cm._ 

.,. 

Most companies off~r a range of dies off the shelf and a service 
for m~king those not incltlded in the catalogue. Moul~s are madlil 
!n __ ~l,uminium and are eXjp~cted to have a life of at least 20 1 00Q_ 
components. They cost about US$200 each but could be made cheapeF" 
~I?: l?_c.El:.~ .W:O.:t:~!3.t.l.9.P.S .• 

-
A ._range. of components' slui ta;ble for moulding on. a machine of this 
~ize is given in Taqle 51 and illustrat~d in Fig. 26 . 

.. 
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FIGURE 25·: Small injection moulder. 
' J 
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Small scale blow moulding 

Blow moulding is reportetl to be possible with a machine of this 
type by coupling a simple foot pump to the die. 

Selection of Products for Small Scale Injection Moulding 

The following technical matters must be taken into account when 
selectink products for small scale injection mouldirig: 

The weight of the product must not ex.ceed the maximum shot 
weight of the machine. 

The size of the product, both area facing the nozzle and 
maximum dimensions, must not exceed those specified for the 

@ 

machine. 

The material must be a thermoplastic of suitable properties 
for injection moulrl ing. Most of the m&terials listed in 
Table 1 are suitable. 

The shape of the product must be such that it can be 
·withdrawrr-frOlll the mould. Thus hollow objects with a neck 

narrower than their base are not suitable. 

Items with a screw, such as bottle c~ps, can be moulded but 
will need to be withdrawn with an unscrewing motion. 

I terns with holes through them, or with metal ins'erts ( bg. a 
screw:driver with a plastic handle O:t:J. a steel blade), need 
special methods but these are not necessa~ily difficult if 
the mouldmaker knows,his job. 

In addition the following commercial factors need to be 
considered:-

What price do such items fetch in the shops? 

Are they already ~a~e'in the country? Are they import~d in 
which case you may get a big advantage? 

- C~u--a:ehi~v~ q-ua.)•tty as good as -other p-roducers? 

Is there a public demand for these ftems? 

How should you package them to obtain widest sales and the 
best pr:i;ce? Mount them on pr-inted card? Bl-±Bter -pacR? 
Pack in .a polythene ba~? Sell in small boxes? An 
attractive pack can easily double the price you will be 
able to charge- and will ~rovide additional employment. 
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What pric~ will you charge? Study the prices of similar 
i terns in,. the shops and ask retailers what they pay for 
them, before ypu offer. them supplies. You can aim to 
charge a price just beloW" what wholesal-ers pay at present 
~f your· quality is just as good, charge less if your 
quality is inferior. If there is a shortage of these items 
in the country you may be able to charge even more than' the 
current price. 

Try and sell to two or' three dlffererit outlets, not to just 
one. Then you can chop and change ··or drop -a baa payer 
without difficulty. For details of the selling of waste 
materials see "Work from Waste", Chapter 15. 

An impo'rtant decision is whether to sell "--tnrough 
wholesalers or retailers. !f you sell through retailers 
you will get a better pric'EP,- through wholesalers you will 
find it eas.ier (less. work) to sell large quantities. 
Wholesalers may not buy from you if you also sell direct to 
-retllilere in their area; Probably the dectsion ,rests on 
the matter of quantity. If the number of i terns you can 
produce ·will only satisfy the needs of two· or three 
retailers then sell through th.em; if it will feed twelve or 
more then sell through a wholesaler. 

Work out the difference in price between the two and cal
culate whether it is worth the trouble and cost of distri
bution to the retailer in return for the extra price you 
receive. 

Operation of a Small Injection Moulder 

The machine is switched ·on to heat up, 10 to 15 minutes befora it 
is required. r, 

J 
' 

The mouldl·is closed and clamped. 

' ~ 
Material ~is placed in. the hopper pnd a measured amount dropped 
into the ~arrel, where it is heAted. • 

••• '"'" • '" •••••• ·' ,. 0:. ,~ t 

/

1 

. 
I 

After. a -apeGH'ied-pa"Us-e-tht::_ ®~P&tiJlg handle ~turr;red, fo.rcing. -----~----,---1 
------p-1-a=-stified ·material through .the nozzle and into the ·die. --The 

pressure is held for a short "dwell time"' to• ensure additional 
material flows into the mould to compensate· for shrinkage, then 
released. After a· further pause the mould clamps are released 
a"nd steel pins used to ejec-t ·the moulding which is now s6lid but 
still hot! - _._ ___ c' 

The next cycle can take place immediately • 

.. 
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A. MDre Ambitious Machine 

A more ambitious small scale injection moulding machine is wide~y 
used in Egypt. Although the material is inJected ~ using a 
hydraulic ram, powered by a 5h. p. electric motor and hydraulic 
pump, and the barrel ha.s a 3kw electric heater, the die clamping 
is done' by hand, u.sing an ingenious system of links and levers 
mov:ed· by ·a long handle. · The co'st is around US$1 , 000 and pro
ductidn rates can be achieved that ar~ not much less tha~ those 

'of fully automatic machines. 

.. · 

_,.-.;-~""-·..,.--,~ "1--'1"~'"':...-..:-:r"•'"'l'...,•.- ~---......-,-..-,;~.;=:;:-r·<~·~·-'f1~~--·...--$y•..-:-r-·'""'lt-'"r:"'""""'-•~·Jl'•··r...-;;t.-•·---.-~1-~~_._")._;#...l:l~\ ~...J:tfiF~ .~>;,..~-~~-.....,-.,._,~::._ "",_.,..,_.~..,...~~ 
~ Prohlems. that may be enc~mnter-ed during injection moulding: 

Moulding is short or has holes in it or a roug~ surface Mould 
is not totally filled - press harder on capstan, operate capstan 
fasterc or hold pre'Ssure longer. If the trouble persists it may 
be necessary to increase the size of the gate the opening in 
the mouid that allows the plastid to enter. 

Flash - a thin layer of plastic escapes around t~e mould - Check 
mould is tightly clamped to noz,zle, mo~ld halves are securely 
joined., if mould is worn 'or damaged. If flash o~ly occurs on one 
batch of material, its melt flo"w index may be too high. 

'Discolouration of the mo~lding - maJ:" be due to burning. Place 
thin paper between the two mould halves to allow air to escape as 
plastic enters. With PVC it may be due to decom!x>·si tion ef 
material - reduce amount of heat, or duration of heating or add a 
"'stabilizer to the polymer. 

Misshapen product ~ product ejected from mould befo~e cool 
enough. Material not homogeneous. Too short dwell time fails to 
'top up' heat shrinkage. . . . 
Cracks or defects in moulding 

, did not all melt. 

\ 
\ 

heating period too short, ~o1~er 
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TABLE 5 ~mall Mouldable Plastic Objects (See Fig 26)' 
" 

Air freshener holders 

' .. 

Badges , 
Ba~gles and ring~ 
Basin and bath plugs and 

other plumbing 
Battery fifler caps 
Beer mats 
Bobbles 
:Bottle-·lids and caps 
Bra buckles/clasps an4 

stiffeners 
Buckles 
Buttons 

Cable joints· 
Clothes pegs - without 

Key· tags 

Ma~nifying glasses 
Mobiles 

Office equipment and 
sundries 

Penci1 sharpeners 
Plastic flowers and 

fruit 
Plastic wall plugs 
Plugs and c~ps f~r. 

tubular steel furniture 
'Pop-on necklaces 

.._, 

Replaceme·nt petrol filler caps 

·springs School rulers and set squares 

.. 

Q ' 

CoJlar stiffeners Screw-driver handles 
----~----~-c--~ue~L.~t-"a~a:~.n~e~s~1"v~e~c~o~a~.~~n~~ovo~,K~:s.-----2---------~----~ Combs 

Cosmetic boxes 
Cotton reels 
Crucifixes, medallions 
Cupboard knobs/drawer 

handles . 
C~in ho~ks,rings and 

runners 
crcle handlegrips, pedal 

rubbers 

Desk pencil. stands· 
Doorstops_and door 

wedges 
Draughts or Jacks 

l .. 
Electrical components.

siniple plugs 
t 

. ' 

Shoe heels and insoles 
•Soap dishes and boxes 
Spools 
Spinning tops. 
Statuettes and models 
Suitcase ano briefcase feet 

Tap.washers and hose fittings 
Tap spout's and hose .nozzles 
Thimble~, darning mushrooms 
Tips for ~ches, artificial 

limbs blind sticks 
Toothb ush holders 
Tyre lve caps 

' Wall ornaments - fridge 
-ornaments with ·magnet-s-:·~------: 

Yoyos 

\-
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FIGURE 26: Small mouldable objects. 
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APPENDIX I 'ABOUT PLASTICS - THEIP. CHEMISTRY, AND STRUCTURE 

"' The meaning of "plastic" 

"Plastic" means "can be ·moulded into any fo.rm". Piastics do not 
possess this quality (called "plasticity") at all hmes; most 
are only truly plastic when~ hot; at room .temperatures they are 
solid and either break or· spring back '·if bent or stretched 
greatly. , . .ij, 

Monomers and polymers 

Plastics are mainly man-·made, by chemical processes 
with various raw rna terials: frequently petroleum oil 
non-~iner~ls such as cellulose (the basic material 
cells) and even milk. 

that ·start 
but also 
of plant 

Their nature ·and behaviour is mos~.· easily understood by 
considering their detailed structure: the "atoms" and "molecules" 
of which they are made. 

The plastics in common· use are based on "polymers" which are 
either· fanned fr~m simple orgE;nic compounds known as monomers 
or by combinations of chemical compounds which on their own do 
not make polymers. An example of a monomer .is the. gas ethylene, 
obtain"ed from c-rude petroleum oil. Each polymer, molecule, is 
made ·by joining thousands of monomer molecules together in a long 
chain by a chemical process called "polymerizati.on" Each polymer 
is quite di ff'erent from . the monomer fran which it is made: for 
examnle poly'ethyl.ene' made by the polymerization of ethylene' is 
a fl~ible so1id at room temperature, quite unlike the gas from 
which it is 'formed. 

Carbon atoms and bonds 

Carbon (symbol C) is e.n "element'' found in nature in different 
forms: ~s coal, as Ejraph1 t~ (pencil lead) and even as diamond. 
Although too small to/ be seen, an atom of carbon has a str_tJ,c~ture 
like a four-faped pyfamid with onJ 
arm st.icking out fro¢ each corner. 
The arms can be imag~ as. having 
hands with which they ~an join onto 
any other atom that has a free hand. 

; 

!~!~-:;§;; \ .· :.:~; 
'J ~ . 

. oe;~ '.o'":- o.,.:.·. -\ . 
.. :~~_; ~ __ (;"" ~ ~: -~--

.. 
.,.... ..... 

-'· 
•:;" .:..7-4-:- ... ~ 

· .. · ifo·~·r 
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~~ BOND 

. . 

The joint ~etween two 
a toms is called a bond. 
It can be thought of as 
the two arms and the 
clasped hands where they 
meet. Because they have 
four arms each, carbon 
atoms join readily with 
other atoms in a vast 
number of different ways. 

Hydrogen (symbol H) is an element which 
exists in nature as a light gas 

. (explosive when in contact with the 
oxygen in air). An atom of hydrogen 
has only one arm so four hydrogen atoms 
can join onto one· carbon atom to make the 
simplest of all organic comJXJunds: 
the gas methane, which 'is well known 
as the main ingredient of biogas or 
natural gas. ' 

For simplicity it 
is drawn on flat 
paper like this: 

H 
I 

H-C-H 
I 
H 

.· 

It should not be 
forgotten that it is 
three dimensional and 
some of the bonds should 
actually be pointing out 
of the paper. 

As well as joiniJ;)g onto different atoms, a ca,rbon atom can join 
onto another atom of carbon, either with -ea-ch ~tom ~ing only one 
of its four arms, which is called 

a single 
·., bond: 

I I 
-[ c 

I I 

or with- two 
a{.yns each (a 
double bond) 

I I 
[ c 
I I 
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An example of a compound in which 
two carbon atoms are joined by a 
double bond ~s ethylene (chemical 
fo nnula C H ) whose rnolecul e can -
' 2. d d . oe represente as: 

The simplest addition polymer - polyethylene 

H 
I 
c 
~ 

H 
I 
c 
~ 

A molecule whose carbon atoms 'are joined by a double bond can 
still be joined to other molecules if the double bond is replaced 
by a single bond, leaving two arms free. 

Such a molecule is called "unsaturatE:d". 

./ 

.H H H 
#. 

I I I In the case becomes 

H 
'-I 

of ethylene: [ c -[ [-

~ ~ ~ 
Consider a container that holds a monomer gas or liquid. For -
any single molecule with two free arms, the neares.t available 
atoms.to which to join are those of other, identical, unsaturated 
molecules. So, provid"ed certain conditions exist to start the 
process I the monomer molecules JOln together to form a chain 
molecule. It may be extremely long, often several thousand 
atoms·, and not every molecule in a polymer has exactly the ·same 
length; when speaking of the length or weight of a polymer mole
cule it is th~ average that is _considered. 

For example, ethylene polymerizes 

~ 

into a chain molecule of polyethylene, 
(also called poJythen~) in this wa.y. 
~he process, of~imply adding one, 
monomer molecule onto another, is 
called addition polymerization. 

-~ H ......... H ....... ~L.--J::{_, __ c--f=l~---~ 
I I I I ·"1 I 

Because its 'structure 
atoms, polyethylene is 
between 0.91 and 0.96 9 

-·c- c- c- c -·c- c-
I I I I I I 
H H H H H H 

is l i c;ht ' with no large grou.ps or heavy 
a lightweight plastic, of specific gravity 
wr1ich floats on water:. 

-----------~ 
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An addition polymer without hydrogen - PTFE 

Although hyQrogen is onP of the most 
common elements to which carbon joins, 
it is not the only one. For example, 
the monomer tetrafluoroethylene, which 
is like ethylene in structure: 

but with fluorine atoms (symbol F)in 
' place of hydrogen, can be polymerize? 

into polytetrafluoroethylene bette~ 
known as PI'FE, a plastic whose ex tremE:lY 
iow friction has many uses besides the 
familiar coatings fo~ non-stick saucepans. 

Other polyvinyls - polypropylene and PVC 

Any monomer whose,.molecule has the fonn 

is called a vinyl. Its polymer 
is a polyvinyl. The X can represent either 
a single atom (such as hydrogen, as in 
ethylene) or a group of atoms. ~ 

.. 

There are many such groU;ps. For~ example, 
the methyl group (C H

3
) has one carbon 

and three hydrogen a toms leaving one "arm 
free to join the vinyl structure 

' .H H . I I 
[ [ 

to form the I I 
propylene monp_mer .H H-C-H 

I 
H 

.. 

~ 
[ 

I 
F 

f F F F F F 
I I I I I I 

-(-(-[-(-[-(-
1 · I I I . I I 

F f·F F F F 

H 

H 
I 
[ -. 

~-

I 
c 
I 

·H 

H 

which ~polymer· zes , , ·I f I I I 

\ 

H ~ H H H 
, t'b po1ypropyl ne: - [ - ( - [- [ - [-

, an important lastic. I I I I · I . _ · 
- · \~~: -i· , · H H - C -=_fi}iJ::L:-~----------------~-__ _:__.__________ :,. ' -------8 ~ ' ' 

!--...---. . ' '' ' " 
• · I _, .. " ; ' 

----------- '"' " . - . \ 
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Becau8e the r H, side r;roups .f'<J.rc spacious but, not heavy, the 
chain molecules Yiill not pack so tightly together as will those 
of polyethylene, so polypropylene 'is less dense (,specific gravity 
(s.g.) 0.90- 0.91) The recycler uses t'his property to dis-tin
guish it from high density polyethylene, which it otherwi'se re-

sembles. 

'w'hen the X is an atom of the· poisonous gas chlorine (symbol Cl), 
used to sterilize drinking and swl!rming po'ol water, the 

monomer is a gas called 

vinyl chloride 

and the polymer is 
polyvinyl chloridt' 
or PVC, o~e of the 
most widelly used, 
pl~stics. ' 

~ 
c 
I 
H 

H 
I 
c 
I 

Cl 

H H H H H H 
I I I I I I 

-(-[-[.:_[- C-C-
I I I I I I 
H Cl H Cl H Cl 

The chlo:r;-ine atoms are much heavier than ·:•;·those of hydrogen, so 
that the! pure polymer is much depser than polyethylene, with an 
s.g. of ~bout 1.4, and sipks in w~ter. 

Po1ymers/with benzene rings - polystyrene 

One special arrangement that carbon atoms tpke up very easily is 
a ring shape, called the "benzene ring" 

H 
I 

H, C :--C.::::: /H ' c ' 
II I , 
c [ 

H/ '[-:;;- 'H ,. 
H 

I 

~c-- c ~c_. 
II I 

',.. [ (""-
~ c~ 

or 

If one atom of hydrogen is removed 
from the qp,g ~tfree"J arm is available 
to join on to other a toms. This 
structure i,s known Bs ph_enyl ( c6H5) 

'! 

or just 

I 

I, 



I ... 

In some polymers benzene rings can he 
regarded as.., links in the "carbon chain 

but phenyl groups may best be thought 
of as hanging from it. 

For exarn~le, styrene 
a vinyl with a phenyl group, 

polymerizes into one or the most 
widely used plastics: polystyrene. 

-c-. c-Q- c-c/ 

~ 
c 
I 
H 

c- c.- c- c -( 
0 

~ 
c 
0 

' . 

_· c ~ c ·---=- c -. c- q- c 

The pheQyl ring, with 1 ts ~ ix ca r'Qon , a toms, is' heavy so ~hat 
:polystyreue is dense (s.g. about 1.05) and sinks i;n .water. • It 
is also very brittle, for reasons t.hat' wil1 be expla)n·;9 later. 

-~ 

,. 

. . . ' 
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Copolymers - ABS 

As well as the addition of identical monomers it is possible to 
poljrmeri ze different ones together. An irtlportant example is the 
"co-polymerization" of st:¥;rene with butadiene, a monomer whose 
presence in rubber gives toughness 13;nd resilience, at'!.d acryloni-

~ trile which raises the melting point. The resulting co-polymer: 
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene or ABS, has the easy mouldabili ty' · 
of polystyrene wi.thout its wealmess and bri ttlenes_s. 

Condensation polymerization polyester ·------ .. 

Some polymers cannot be made by simple addition of monomers but 
require t)1e 'chemical _combination of two different compounds_ to 
form a monomer wh:lch is polymerized in the process. 'The 
chemistr)f. mt~:y be com plica ted but one irtlportant. material will be 
mentioned by way of illustration: Ethylene glycol and tereph
thalic acid combine to make water and ethylene terephthalate 
which polymerizes into JX>lyeth_ylene terephthalate o·therwise lmown 
as po.lyester, ( Terylene, Crimplene, Dacro'n •, or Trevira) when it 
is a textile fibre, or as PET when used for pac,kag:ing br for soft 
drink bottles. ~ ·' 

Other irtlportant condensation polymers are .. the palyamides, of 
which various types of• nylon are the best known examples; and the 
polyurethanes, used as foam filliQgs in furni tu_re. 

Arrangement of the chain mDlecules• in thermoplastics 

The above is but a glimpse of the chemistry of polymers, covering 
some of the materials that are mentioned in the text. It will 
also help to discus~ how the _cba.'in mo}ecules are. arranged and the 
effect on the properties of various plastics. The kinds of 
molecules in the chains can. now b~ forgotten. and represented 
simply like this:-

or even more 'sj.mply by 
just-indicating the 'ma-in 
bonds, ·lij<:e tbis:-

~- ·,. 

;oil 

r .; --
~0 

i 
0 

" 
,"'g e.._.; ,, 
.0. 

'· 

Because'the ca~bon atom is three dimenslonal and' can rotate about 
it~ bonding ar.ms,, which_ are angled to one another, it is not. 
accurate to represent '8 J>olymer chain like this~; 

>-----y. 

-
.-<'~ 

·'!'--

'.· Cl 

·. 
·, 



h nearer approxDTiation would be to dra~ it like this: 

Ev.en then 'it mHst be remembered that it will be three. d.imensional 
and come out of the paper, and may have side chains: 

Effect of heat on thermoplastics~ 

When any material is heated the molecules vibrate. 'In a metal, 
once a certain _temperature (th'e melting point) is ,reached, the 
molecules can move freely and the metal i,mmedia tely becomes 
liquid. The long chains of most polymers however are intertwined 
with one another and separate only gradually as the temperature 
rises. This is seerr first as slight softening then, as the ,. ·; 
chains become free to slide past one another, the material 
becomes plastic and will flow under pressure; then it may become 
a stiff liquid and perhaps, finally, a run'ny ,iiquid. Plastics 
that soften when heated are called·" thermoplast,ics". They can be 
easily moulded: shaped when hot and then cooled in the new shape. 
Ir:: some cases the plastic will burn, char or decompose in some 
other way before the liquid state is reached. Exactly how the 
material responds to heat is very important, for recyc!ing and 
later moulding operations. It can be measured in different ways, 
of which the most important are:-

Softening point 
softens. 

the temperature at which' the plastic first 

Processing temperatujre - the best tem~rature at which to carry 
out moulding operatibns. 

I 
I Decomposition tempera,ture the tem~rature at which chemical 

damage occurs in the .plastic and it "decomposes" 

MeJt flo.,. index _a meR.sure of how fast plastic, at a given 
temperature, will flow under pressure. 

Expansion an~_shrinkage 
the temperature rises or 

change in length or volume as 

,t 
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Although .a recycler will not need to know them until h~ pr~~ 
.greases to the stage of melting material, for making pellets f?~ 
example, they are mentioned here to·· stress how: they are affect~d 

·by the arrangement of the chain molecules. ~ 

Thermosets 

Another kind of plastic behaves quite differently with heat. At 
the time of polymerization, some monomers form "unsaturate:d 
chains" whose atoms have spare" banding arms, not joined to 
other atoms. The increased molecular activity, due to heat (or 
the action of certain chemicals called "catalysts"), causes these 
atoms to "cross link" between the chains. Cross linkages prevent 
the chains sif·ding, even when heat is applied, so no so:ttening 
occurs·. Such· materials, known as "thermosets" can only be 
moulded once; at the tim.e of the polymerization proces~. They 

• , cannot be remelted and reformed so they are not recyclable. They 
will only be mentioned elsewhere to list and identify them. 
Examples of thermosetting ,plastics are: phenol formaldehyde or 
Bakelite, one of the earliest plastics to be made and still use~ 
widely for electrical plugs and switches; melamine formaldehyde, 
used to make kitchen lam in~ tes such as Formica and crockery such 
as Melaware; and the epoxy re·sins, widely used in' electrical 
equipment and composition floors. 

< 

All common thermoplastics are formed of saturated molecules 
(ever-y bond is used). Some molecules, sut:h o as pplyurethane, can 
exist in both the satura·ted .and unsaturated states: so can be 
either thermoplastic (and possibly recyclable) or: thermoset (not 
recyclable). 

Amorphous thermoplastics polystyrene, PVC and ABS 
~I 

When thous~nds -of 'chains, each made up of thousands of monomer 
molecules, grow, close to one another, during 

1
polymerization, 

they may end up totally entangled. Entanglement will be greater 
if the chai~s not only grow end to end, out also branch into side 
~hains, or if they contain large or complex groups, especJaily 
rings hanging fr.om the chain, such as the phenyl groups, in 
polystyrene. Plastics whose chain molecules are 'arranged in a 
random, tangled' fashion are called II amorphous II and have 
pdrticular properties. 

If a force is applied to try and stretch the material the chains 
will not smoothly slide over one another but bunch up. .sucli 
material is '1bri ttle" and unyielding. It stretches little. and 
breaks_ suddenly, especially under impact. Th the ea

6
rly days 

objects made ~heaply out of polystyrene soon cracked and brrike to 

•j 
; 

give all plastics a bad reputation. ~; 

... . 
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Amorphous polymers are less dense than might be-expected from the 
mass of the atoms that make up the chain. The chains cannot fit 
closely side by side but are held somewhat apart. Were it not 
for this separation the brittleness due to entanglement would be 
even worse. 

I 

Amorphous polymers soften more gragually and shrink less on 
cooling and this is' the _reason why. PVC, polystyrene and ABS are 
very satisfactory for moulding complex shap~s. 

Crystalline polymers - high density polyet~ylene ! • ~ 

Polyethylene normally has most of its molec\lles arranged _in an 
amorphous structure with chains well.separated. For this reason, 
and because the ~egularly .shaped molecules have few side ·ohains 
and no large atoms or groups so they do .not become· entangled, it 
is a soft, flexible, rath'er slippery material', even at normal 
room temperatures.' However a. few of the molecu~es are arranged 
in neat, orderly rows, similar to those of metals': such ·a 
'struc~e is called "crystalline". 'P3y certain produ~tion· methods. 
i t~ssi ble to increase t_he proportion 'of molecules arra~g~d 
in this way with •many benefits. The ·chains pack closely_ togeth~r 
givfng higher density. (s.g. between 0.95.,'and 0.96 so it still 
floats on water). The materfal is known as high: density 
polythene, while the no~al, mainly amorphous, material is c~lled 
low density polyethylene. ( s .g. 0;'91 to 0. 92). Intermediate 
grades, known a-s medium density, have an s.g. of about 0.93. -~~ \I ..... 

Because they are so intimat.ely packed together, more force is 
needed to make the chains slide over one anobher, so strength and 

. rigidity of high density polyethylene' are high but • the sliding 
ta,kes place smoothly, without erit!lngleinent, so consid,erable 

_ yielding or- stretching take.e place before any breakage occurs. 
Material that • behaves in this- way is "tough", the opposite . of 
bri tt,le. }.Yore heat is needed to separa-te the. chaiqs sufficHmtly 
for softening to occur, so softening anrl mel-ting temperatures are 
higher than those o;f low density pqlyethy.lene. High density. 
polyethylene is increasingly being used f;,or products, such r,s 
large ?uckets and thin film sacks and bags, for which its 
stiffness and strength are an advantage. 

Polypropylene. 

~ ' 
These .useful crystalline ·properties are even Q'IOre developed in 
polypropylene. Because of t'he structure_of thevinyl monomer 

' {j 

-. 

. . 
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described overleaf, three different polymer r.hain structures are 
possiblP. althougJ:! .qll hAve the same chemical composition. 
Either the monomer molecules can be arranged randomly: 

or 

H ~ ~ I 
[- [ [ 
I 
H 

alternating 

H 
I 

-[ 
I 
H 

I I 
CH3 H 

different 

H H 
I I c _._ c 
l I 

CH3 .H 

~ ~ 
c c 
I I 

CH3 H 
ways: 

c1H3 ~ ~ 
[-[ [ 

I 
H 

I I 
H CH3 

~ [~3 
c- c 
I I . H H::) 

or all the same way; (described RS "oriented") 

H· H H H 
I I I I 

-[-[ [-[ 
I I I I 
H CH3 H CH3 

~ 
[ 

. I 
H 

H H 
I I 
c- c 
I I 

CH3 H 

The last of these arrangements, coupled with Rbsence, of 
branching, .results in packing of the chains as close as is per
mitted by the methyl groups, to produce a. strong, tough, ]lard, 
high-sQftening-point plastic despite its light weight. 

An example of these exceptional qualities is that hinges can be 
moulded into polypropylene articles simply by reducing the thick
ness to a fraction of a mil'limetre. The hinge only _becon;es 
effective when the material in the joint is caused to stretch and 

"'..dc--.be.c:or.l-e oriented. Other rna terials alsJo al.fow hinges to be moulded 
but, if orientation does not occur, these soon fail. 

The size of the polymer chain 

Addition polymerization can partially be controlled to determine 
the length to which the polymer chains are allowed tq grow. Long 
molecules, with a high molecular'· weight, are stronger' and 
tougher. They re.sist sliding more and can slide further before 
large numbers of· chain ends come into line to create a weak 
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place for breakage to occur. Higher temperature is needed to make 
the polymer sufficiently plastic to flow under pres:;~ure, s.o the 
melt flow index decreases as moleculat: weight increases. The 
ability of the polymer to stand up to attack by harsh· chemicals 
is also increased because there are fewer vulnerable chain ends 
exposed. ~ 

Conversely, whatever damages the molecules and breaks the chains 
to reduce the molecular •weight, reduces strength and toughness. 
Recycling, which may involve either mecharfical battering or· heat 
treatment of the polymer, ma:y have some effect of this "\<:ind. 
Possibly more important is the environment to which the polymer. 
may ha~e been subjected before recycling. In general "pr'ocess 
scrap" (plastic waste from. the Tactory moulding process, r:ecycled '..,, 
on the spot) will be little degraded, However, the ultra violet 
light in sunlight breaks polymer chains so "post consumer" Wf'lste ,• 
especially if it has been out in the weather, may have far less 
strength and toughness after recycling than when ·first moulded 
unless special corrective ·steps are . taken . .' 

Additives 

' 
One final aspect. of polymers 11:eeds mention: the addition of other 
materials, which may or may not themselves be-polymers, to modify 
their properties. 1t is not essential to know what these 
additives are, but it is necessary for the recycler to be aware 
of their possible presence and that.- he can use them to improve 
the quality of the reclaimed product. By far the gre'atest amount 
of additives (other than colouring) are used with PVC. . 

P last i'cizers 

Certain liquids, when mixed with a plastic, penetrate between the 
polymer chains, act as a lubricant and allow them to slide more 
readily, producing a more plastic material. The degree of 
plasticity depends upon the proportion of pJ.qsticizer ·that is 
used: as high as fifty per cent is possible. Plasticizers are 
principally used with PVC which is normally a hard, rigid 
polymer, to produce the familiar flexible material known as 
plasticized PVC., used for luggage\..~!h~~r~tery, footbalJ.s, ·etc. 
Because 'of their presence plasti~i~ is technically more 

d~~f~cul t to rf}~Y_c:le th~l'l __ _I'_~_gid_/JJ_VC, · . 

Stabilizers } 
• 

All- plastics change chemically if subjected to a high enough 
temperature-.- Some burn, others char or decompose without burn
ing· If the temperature at which this occurs is below, or close 
to, the softening point, then the rnA. terial cannot be sa tis
factorily moulded. • PVC is the particular example of this: 
although it does not burn ea,sily it deco.mposes, giving off fumes 
of hydrochloric acid gas, which speed up the decomposition, 
damage processing· machinery and dis co lour and spoil the finished 
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proguct. Processing temperatures for PVC range b,etweerc 150°C and 
210 C but decomposition may occur as low as 180 C s~ the 
difficulties are great. They are overcome by ensuring that the 
period at moulding temperpture is very short, and by the addition 
of a stabilizer: a chemical compound that raises the temperature 
at which decompd'si tion takes c'place·. Even stabilized PVC may not 
recycle more than two or three times without decomposition occur
ring. Stabilizers are not widely used with polymers other than 
PVC. 

Antioxidants 

Ev!en at normal room temperatures, some polymers can be degraded 
by oxygen in the air. This is accelerated by ultraviolet light, 
present in sunlight. , Temperatures above normal,· even though 
below decomposition t'emperature, can make the situation worse. 
These attacks may have one of two effects. They_ may break the 
polymer chains, which happens io polystyr!;)ne and polypropylene, 
giving lower molecular weight and loss of toughness. 
Alternatively they may cross link them, which happens to 
polyethylenes, to give higher molecular weight, and loss of 
toughness in the finish~d product. ·This brittleness is found in 
polye_thylene sacks and other containers that have been left out 
in the weather tor a period. 

These .. harmful effect:'l are countered by the use of antioxidants. 
~ow density polyethylene requires very little; other polymers, 
such as high density po.lyethylene, polystyrene, and polypropylene 
are more sensitive both during moulding and in 'Use and more 
antioxidant is required. 

Other additives 

, ' 

Inflammability can be reduced by addition of "flame retardants". 
Brittleness may .be ·reduced .by the use of "impact modifiers"'· 
rubbery materials which are physically mixed with the polymer. 
An example is high impact poly;styrene, (which should not .be con
fused with ABS, a genuine c -polymer developed for the same 
reasons.) "Fillers" are non pol rna erials used. to §1 ter the 
properties or reduce the cost of the polymer with which they are 

,..mixed. For example glass fibres are used to reinforce" thermo
plashes like nylon, polyacetals and polypropylene. The result 
is called "g.r.p." or "f.r.p. ". Such material:;~ are in .. geneTal, 
not recyclable. Of the many other additives mention neeq o~ly be 
made of the huge range of.: "colourants" and "pigments" that 
convert the natural white or transparent appearance of nearly all 
pure polymers into tbe infinite rangE! of bright and attractive 
co"Lours thatg-ive plas.tics-,aQ.,,;cj[l.),l.Cb. §R.Le~"aJlpeal. 



,. 

Masterbatch 

Additives are often mi~ed with the polymer in the form of a 
masterbatch·- a quantity ·of the polymer containing. a heavy con
centration of additives. Cost of masterbatch may represent a 
high proportion of the total cost of the compound. 

Foams and expanded polymers ,.;,_ 
t;-

Plastic foams are familiar in furniture,fillings, where 7h-e-- foam, " 
usually pDlyurethane, is f1exi ble, and in packing wh~re·. rigid 
foam, particularly expanded polystyrene, is common.lY. used. ·'-loams' 
are made by liberation of a gas within the molten pofy'iner, 
followed by rapid setting before the foam has had time to ., 
collapse. The gas may be released during the process ·of conden- · 
sation polym~rization, as with polyurethane. Alternatively the 
foaming agent is combined with the polymer and, can be rele'B.sed 
when required. For example polystyrene granules are availab].,e 
whi~h can" be heated in a mould to both plasticize the polymer and'\. 
release the foaming agent. Th~ shappd foam object is r~lease~ 

from the mculd when cool and set. · 

The gases are usually inert: carbon dioxide 'Or ni trog,en are 
common; and need cause. the recycler no problem .. :· However·· -the 
weight 'of polymer in a huge volume ~f foam is very small. so>.that 
the econol!Jics of recycling ~roams .are usually very poor • ... 

( 
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is polyet):tylene and polyp.r.opylene. Place 4 
or 5· g~ns- ·of sampl@..c'in an· open topped cyltnder as ~hown i~ Fig.27. 
The j ac kH is •· eJ. ec t rica ll~ he a ted--~nd kept at a. fixed 
temperatu:r.;ei: · 1"9_G°C. 1'6~11 'po ly-ethylen.es, ?30°C fe:r polypropylene. 
Weight~.(eithe~ ~.16kg, 5.kg o~ 21-6kg) are plade~ on the piston. 
Th.e 1mo-.1.:1en , .pl'l+si~"" <is- -extruded' through the no,zzle.,;, and,. ·~t 
measur.eg titne ·{n'ter".;i:·als, t~J-rno.unt d'f material that has e:X:tr:uded 
through the nozzle is cut Q~and weighed. 

' ' ( 0 .. • 

Melt flow inde~ 600 x Aver·age we:i,ght of cut-o·ff in gms; 
~ime interval between c~t,offs iri seconds; 

The nozzle is Bmm lorig and 2mm in diameter. 

_.When- quoting the M:. F. L t_he weight should be s.peci1ied. 

/ 
. .-. 

, ~ '. 

A fuJ.l · defini tiop of the test is found in BPi tish Standard· 
BS. 2782 Part 1 . , 
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Insulating . . 
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Electric 
heating 
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Nozzle 2mm di0meter, Bmm long 

FIGURE. 27: R~g for measuring melt flow index . 
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APPENDIX III MANUFACTURF.RS OF PLA,.$!1'ICS RF.CYCLING EQ!JJPMF,NT , 
''·• 

SMALL EXTRUDERS. 

Axsello Ltd., Unit 21, thaiford Industrial Estate, ~ 
Ch.alford·, Stroud, Gloucs., GL6 8NT., U.K. 

Leistritz, Marhyrapenstrasse 29-39,- Postfach 1640, 
West Germany. 

~eistritz, "369, San.Miguel Drive, Newport Beach, 
California, 92660/-B. S.A . 

. Axon, H~haregatan 2, Nyrang, 826500 Astorp, 

·d~n. · ~. \ '. 

· R.H. Windsor (India) Ltd., F.-6, U. Road, 
T·hana Industrial EstHte, Thamt 400 604, India. 

KGbite industries, )1 Shah Industrial Estate off 
Vr;era Desai Road, Andheri (W), P.O. Box 7'368,. 
Bombay 400 058 India; 

•. 
'And the companies listed under VARIOUS below . 

SMALL INJECTION MOULDERS 

Small Power Machine Co.Ltd·., Bath RQad Industrial Estate, 
Chippenham, SN14 OBR, Wilts, U.K. 

Griffin and George Ltd., P.O. B~x 14, 285 Ealing Road, 
Alperton, Wembley, Middlesex.HAO 1HJ, U.K. 

Boolani Engineering Corp., Prabhadevi Industrial Estate, 
402 Ve,er S~varkas Marg, Bombay 400026/India. 

Florin Ltd._, Manumold Division, 457~.463 Caledo!).ian Road, 
London N7 9BB, United ~i~gdom. : ~ 

Fan and Offord Ltd., Alma Street, Aston, 
Birmingham B19 2RP, United Kingdom 

GRANULATORS .-

Condux-Werk, D645 •.. Ji:a.n.an. Jl.,c Wo1:fgan{r; West Germariy:>---: 

Blackfriars· Engineering Co.Ltd., 18-20·H0lmethorpe iAve:;~ " 
Redhill, Surrey RH1 2NL, U.K. 

-Kabran Engineering Lt~., Baxters ~ane, St. Helens, 
Lanes, U.K. 

) 
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·Leesona.Cumberland, f.O. Box 6,065, Providence, 
Rhode Island, 02940 U.S.A~ or Daniels Engineering 
Bath Road, Stroud·; Gloucestershire GL5 3TL, U.K. 
supply qomplete recovery systems). 

Ltd., ., 
(who also 

And the companies listed" Iinder VARIOUS be"low. 

Granulator Knives 

A. F. White ley &· Co. Ltd., ·· Bingswood. Road, Whaley Bridge,· 
Stockport, Cheshire SK12 ?NB, U.K. 

FOAM RECYCLING PLANT 

Ryburn Foam, Springwood Mills, Holywell Green,· 
Halifax, HX4 9BL, U.K. 

CRUMBERS AND RECYCLING PLANT 

Kraus Maffei Aktie~~se1lschaft, .Kraus Maffei Strass~ 2, 
D-8000, Munich, 50, ·Austri5!-: (Manufacture Condor · 
Machines). ', . 
. Buchau-Wolf, Postfach 69, 4048 Grevenbroich. 

F~m di F. Falzoni, 44012 Bondeno, Ferrara, Italy. 

Plastm~chines, Gelderland G & D.H. De~tschland, G;;.obenz~er 
Straze '5, b-8031 Puchheim, Munchen, W. Germany. 

Kween B Plastics Ltd., The.Old"Manse, 2 Compton Road, 
Erdington, Birmingham B24 8QA, U.K. 

ESA (Yewtree) Ltd., Unit No 3, CheJmsley Wood Industrial 
Es~ate, Waterloo'·-Avenue, Birmingh~', B37 6QQ, U.K.· 

Extrudaids Ltd., 7 Rose Industrial Es .. tate, Bourne End, 
Buckinghamshire, U.K . 

• And 'the companies listed .under 

VARIOUS" 

\ s. T. D. Plastics, .Ma.chinery Ltd.",_ Yate, Brist,ol 
·13s 1 7 4A.X, U • K • .. . 

Plaspla.nt M,achtnery Ltd., Bo.rdqn Trading Estate,· 
OaX:hanger Road, Bardon, Hants GU35 9HH, U.K . 

• 
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Rrimc_q PlaRt.Jc Mnch:j.,ner-y _Prt.Ltd.', ,55, Ciort IndustriAl 
Estsle,·Kandit.li (West) Bombay·4()0~067, India- .. 

~ l I' .' ' 1 ~ ! ~· f 

Boo~ .,)i~ngjn~ir~ng_ Co·~~. · PrabhB.!i.~,vi I~~~~st;ia('Est,.S:te ;_ 
402., Veer .sava:r'kas' ,Ma;rg,; Bombay· 40'o .025,~ Irrdia. · · 
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Th~ hterrnediate Technobgy Development Group was foynped rn 1965 QY tbe late Dr. !;:.F. 
Schumacher,· IT!JG,~-an independent charity, ga-thers and disseminates information, and advises 
on the choice of technolog!es appropriat~ "tor devel~~?,ing countries. In addition; the Group is 

·also involved in an -~xpanding programme of work on tedmology'choice for Britain. 

SOME OTHER INTERMEDIATE. TECHNOLOGY, PUBLICATI9NS 

- , 
.Vork from ·.vaste: ~ecycling wastes to 
create 'em ploy rnent 
J Vogler . 
'Practical, authoritative,_ detai'led 
ha1dbook that shO\¥S how ~rnployment can 

I be Created by recycling all kindS Of 
reL.1se': f1avid f\s.to.r: . 

\his boo!< deals with wastes, their/origins, 
\-uses _ ~ rfiethods af prQcessing, whkh 

stimulate new activities ·Cind create ' . employment. The book is divided· into two 
· main parts. P.art ·I contairrs _details of the 
wide_ range of . matyrials that can be 
recycled and the processes· involved.. Part 

. II describes how to set up and run a small 
business recycling wastes. 

· 396pp. Illus. February 19&2. ISBN 0 
'903031 79 5. £6.50. 

The Low-cost wooden duplicator. How to 
make it. How to use it 

The low-cost wooden stencil duplicator· is 
a ctleap printing machil)e whic;h . can oe 
mad~ for use in schoo~s,- 'colleges and, 
srnall org~pizations. T~e duplicator is 

· made 'T1-ostly f.tom wood and you l)eed only 
. simple w.Qod.work tools tn.-build~ It .. is..-¥e.t::y.
' easy to u-se .. and maintain. Broken or 

damaged· parts are simple to replac~ 
~;>ecause. yoll · can probably :nake thern 
your.self. 
Ill us. £ 1. 9 5.-

• • 
Micro-Hydro: A Technical Brief 
by R.ay 1-iolland .. 

.. 
The Sten-screen 

'Making and usi'1g 'a 
process 

low-cost prir)ting · 

.. 
The combination o_f stenCil duplicating 
with· scr~en proeess printing enables one 
to build a press fO'r approximately lTO. 
No sophisticated components are _r~quired 

'for ·.either . c;:onstruction or implement
ation. The process is capable of printing 
a_ wide rc{nge of formats;. one~ can a1so 
print upon a variety of materials including 
paper, textiles arid plastics. No electrical 
supply is required. ~- · 
Illus. 20pp. £1.95 • 

How to make a Foot-Operated Pillar Dtill . 
by Paul Smith · 

I 

This is the latest in a series of workshop 1 

equipment mar\uals demonstrating me- .·.-
thods of constructing your own_ · -•J 

machinery. Full illustrations and detailed j 
building ·instructions are provid~d for the •· 
manufacture or a foot-ooerated vertical I 
drill" for use with· either· 1netal or wood. . 
Tre ·bo~k. ·.viii ?e useful t()_ r~ral work~l:l_QP~---- :,".~J 
-anf~_trcrrrrrng ceJTtr.e_.s thr?ug. hout the~wer-l<~"_-~j 
as-\ well as to commerCial manufacturers -. · ... . 't • ~-. - . - ~ 

of workshop tools. · · · · 
Price: £1.95. 

The Ha'rnessing of ~~augbt Anirnal.L_ 
by Ian Barwetl and M-ichael Ayre . 

This study concentrates specifically on 
9rau.sht h~rnesses for bovines and 

A summary o·£ the present state of the art equines. It ~tended to complement the 
in micro-hydro with a seGt-ion .--{)ft the---:- -many publications ' avallible on otner _ 
economics of mkro .... hydro-insta.Hation-and ·aspects of araugntanl'mal powerand_to: .:.._ __ _ 
operation. This is the first of a serie-s - - a) increase- awart=!ne·ss or ilie rofe of 
which .will' be invaluable to engineers, harnesses in the 'effective use-· d(- ---

.... J. .. c_oDJultants _and field_ ..workers_ in the.~---- ~··animal-dr-awn ·h11pientents--"arrd ·rh·e ptlten·:;--
. d•.!veloping world. , This first publication tial for the use of improved harnesses; and ·; 

· will also be · of great .interest to b) provide 'state of the art' information on !'!" 
: smallholders, homesteaders ~nd others available harness technologies that. might 
. interested in l?ractising self-suffi<;ien.cy . be applied in developing countries. , ' ,;' 

Price: £2.50.- · t' -IIlus-".-:--£5.-00nef;--- · • "- ·- .· ·-r~· 
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